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In the ice-marginal formations of Salpausselkä Hand Jaaman
kangas, in the region known as North Karelia, Finland, transverse, 
parabolic, longitudinal and barchanoid fossil dunes were investigated. 

The sand composing the dunes is fine in grain: Md = 0.16 mm, 
So = 1.36 and Sk = 0.93. Owing to the short duration of the eolian 
process, the quartz grains of the dune sand are only slightly rounded. 
The dark minerals and the rock fragments are distinctly more rounded 
than the corresponding grains of the source material. 

The layers composing the ridge-shaped dunes generally dip parallel 
to one or the other flank. Cross-bedding occurs especially in the para
bolic dunes. 

The dunes situated on the distal side of Salpausselkä 1I originated 
under periglacial conditions in approximately 8000 B.C. At that time, 
the prevailing winds blcw from between the northeast and the north
west. The youngest dunes in the region are shore dunes, which date 
back to about 6 800 B.C. Four ca -datings were carr ied out from peat 
sam pies taken from interdune bogs. 

The dunes have undergone deflation. Their tops havc at times been 
cxposed and at other times almost completely covered with vegetation, 
as is at present the casc. 
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Ir TROD CTION 

In Finland, active dunes occur on the present seacoasts, while dunes covered 

by yegetation are to be found farther from the share line (see Leiviskä 1905 and 
1907, Häyren 1914, Ilvessalo 1927, Lemberg 1933, Lumme 1934, Mattila 1938, V. 
Okko 1949 and 1964). Vegetation-bound accumulations of eolian sand, mostly fossil 
dunes, are also met with at considerable distances from prcsent shores (see Virkkala 
1948, 1954 and 1956). Leiviskä (1920) and later M. Okko (1962) have described 

fossil dunes in tbe Salpausselkä belt. Dunes are associated with glacioAuvial for

mations, from wh ich their material originally derived (Leiviskä 1905, 1907 and 1928, 

Tanner 1915, Okko 1954). "-\.artolahti (1967) is of the opinion, hO\\'ever, that dunes 
are also apt to occur in moraine tracts, where the dune material has originated from 

till deposits sorted by wave action. 
Eolian sands occurring in orth Karelia are brieAy mentioned in studies published 

as early as the end of the last century (e .g., Rosberg 1892 and 1899) . Mapping of 

the Quaternary deposits was done in the region at the beginning of the present 
century, and in the same connection attention was also dra\\'n to fossil dunes (Wilkman 

1912; Frosterus and Wilkman 1915). In Högbom's (1923) vie,,", the dunes occurring 

In orth Karelia are shore dunes, which formed during ancient shore stages. North 

Karelian dunes are also listed in Lumme's (1934) compilatory paper. 
The fossil dunes met with in the interior of the country show that conditions 

there were at some time favorable to eolian action (cf., Seppälä 1971), but changed 

latcr to the extent that the ground between the dunes has turned boggy. 
The region of orth Karelia has yielded significant studies dealing with the 

postglacial development of the local climate and vegetation (Hellaakoski 1922, 1932, 
1934 and 1936; Sauramo and Auer 1928; Hyvärinen 1966 a and b; Repo and Tynni 

1967; Tolonen 1967; Saarnisto 1970) . The present paper deals with an area in North 

Karelia where, in association with glaciofluvial formations sorted material has accu

mulated in conspicuous abundance. Relatively little research has been done up to the 
present in Finland on the conditions that prevailed following the deglaciation but 
prior to the spread of vegetation. It is the genesis of the dunes that formed during that 

time in the region as weil as their morphology and development that the present 

paper seeks to elucidate. 
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DESCRIPTIO OF THE STUDY A REA 

The study area is situated in the region of North l"'::arelia (Fig. 1) bet\\"een 62' 10' 
and 62°50' . Lat. and 29°15' and 30°45' E. Long. The \,"estern part of the area is 
on the whole low-Iying and dominated by large lakes, and the differences in elevation 

in the relatively Bat terrain seldom exceed 20 meters. The water level of several 

lakes, including Pyhäselkä, which are linked to g reat Lake Saimaa, is under 80 meters 

(75- 77 m above sea level). The water level of other lakes is higher, that of, for 
example, Höytiäinen and I...::uorinka being nearly 90 m above sea level. The elevation 

of the ground in the western part of the area varies in general from 80 to 110 meters , 
rising g rad ually from the lake shores inland. In this western section, the following 

places can be clearly distinguished from the rest by being high er and also topo
graphically more uneven: the area on the southwestern side of Höytiäinen as far 
as Vaivio, the vicinity of Jakokoski, the area on the western side of Kiihtelysvaara 
and a small piece of land to the northwest of Tohmajärvi. 

The eastern ection of the study area has a hilly landscape, where the differences 

in elevation vary between 40 and 80 meters, or even more . The boundary of the 

hilly country runs, starting from the place called Mönni, in the nortlleastern corner 
of the study arca, across Selkie and Kiihtelysvaara to Saario. The lakes of this eastern 
section have small basins, owing to the unevenness of the terrain. The altitude of 

the water level in these lakes varies from 100 to 120 meters. The hills rise to elevations 
of sIightly less or slightly over 200 meters. 

The bedrock of the area investigated is like\,"ise characterized by a distinct bipar

titio n. The boundary line from Mönni to Saario (Appendix I) divides the area in 

L 
I 

FINLAND 

100 ~ m 

FIG. 1. Location of the study region in North Karelia. I 5s = 5alpausselkä I ; 
II 5s = 5alpausselkä II; Jk = Jaamankangas. 
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such a way that the western section consists of aschist zone and the eastern section 

of a basement gneiss zone. In places in the schist zone, plutonic rocks penetrate 

the schists, their most prominent occurrences being in the surroundings of Vaivio 

and Enonkoski (Appendix 1). In the last-mentioned areas, the topography, moreover, 
varies and is marked by considerable differences in elevation. The schist zone is 
comparatively low-lying and flat, and its principal varieties of rock are mica schist 
and phyllite (Frosterus and Wilkman 1916). In this zone, amphibolite and diabase 

as weil as quartzite and arkosite are met with in some places. These occurrences 

generally lie on a distinctly high er level than the surrounding ground, as in the case 
of the amphibolite area situated north\vest of Tohmajärvi. On the eastern margin 

of the schist zone there occur amphibolite and quartzite, of which the latter, in 
particular, forms long and narrow ridges c1early visible in the terrain. The eastern 

part of the study area is a zone of basement gneiss_ The component rocks are mainly 
graniric gneiss, gneissose granite and granite (Hackman 1931). 

The Quaternary deposits of the study area consist for the most part of tilL Quite 
a substantial portion is nevertheless sorted material, deposited as eskers and ice

marginal formations, e.g. Salpausselkä II and Jaamankangas (see Appendix I). In the 
area investigated, Salpausselkä II extends from Piimäjärvi in the south as far as 

Kiihtelysvaara and Heinävesi. From there toward the northeast, the marginal for

mation is represented by the ice-marginal complex situated northeast of Keskijärvi. 
On the other hand, the author regards the sequence running northwest from the 

line of Kiihtelysvaara-Heinävaara as having formed out of successive deltas. Deltas 

and delta sequences are quite distinct features on the northern side of J ukajärvi 
(see Sauramo 1928) and the eastern and northeastern sides of Kulho (cf., Fig. 6). 
Toward Paihola frorn this point, the formation narrows, turning into a very steep
sloped ridge, ,,-hich has been one of the feeding eskers of the Kulho deltas , the other 

having come via Utranharju (Utra esker). 

The location of the Jaamankangas ice-marginal formation is indicated by Fig. 1 
and Appendix 1. In addition to the two major ice-marginal formations, the numerous 
ridges and other glaciofluvial accumulations of the study area have been important 
sources of sorted material. Of significance from the stand point of this study is the 

sandur delta of Eno, the distal portions of which extend to the banks of Pielisjoki, 

at the very northern end of the area investigated. Another noteworthy glaciofluvial 
sequence lies on the northeastern side of Tohmajärvi. As early as the stage of their 

formation as weil as during later shore stages, on the distal sides of marginal formations 
and deltas and along the edges of eskers, extensive sand fields developed (cf., Figs. 3 

and 6 and Repo 1957, 1960, 1969). 

RESEARCH METHODS 

The field work was done in the study area in connection wirh the mapplng oE 
Quaternary deposits undertaken by the Geological Survey of Finland. In determining 

2 176 55·- 71 
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the oeeurrenee oE dune fields, aerial photographs were also examined. Such 

photographs were used in the drawing oE detail maps (Figs. 11 and 17) oE loealities 

oE whieh no topographie maps were available. During investigations in the terrain, 

not only the loeation oE dunes but also their form, size and the angles oE their slopes 

were studied. Moreover, barometrie measurements and levellings were perEormed 

in the terrain to determine the level oE the ground underlying the dune material 

and the heights oE the dunes. In eertain instanees, the determination oE an elevation 

was earried out by consulting available topographie maps. 

The ground underlying the dunes has been eonsidered to eorrespond to that oE 
the immediate surroundings; seetions extending down to the bottom oE a formation 

have been dug in the area only in rare instanees (see p. 61). The wind eonditions 

prevailing at the time of the dune action '""ere analyzed on the basis oE the strueture 

and shape as weil as orientation and loeation oE eaeh given dune field. 

Measurements oE the angles oE the slopes oE dunes and the dips oE layers were 

Eurther performed in the terrain by using a hand clinometer. The measurements oE 
dips oE layers are more accurate than the values registered for slopes, for the layers 

are generally quite straight (see Figs . 34 and 35). The aeeuraey oE the measurement 

of the dip oE the layers is 1- 2" while the angle oE slopes ean be determined to an 

aeeuraey oE 2_ 5°. 
SampIes were taken oE both the dune and souree material Eor the determinations 

oE grain properties. In addition, sampIes were taken from the peat layers between 

and along the edges oE dunes. These sam pies were taken with a piston drill, the 

length oE the pipe oE whieh was 100 em and the diameter 5 em. 

The g rain eomposition oE the dune and souree material was determined by sieving. 

The square apertures of the sereens used ,,"ere 2.0, 0.6, 0.2 and 0 .062 mm . The amounts 

oE material used were 200 grams. 

The sieving results are presented as tri angular diagrams (Figs. 25- 28) and a 

summary in the Eorm oE histograms (Fig. 24). In addition, use was made oE a 10-sieve 

series (ASTM), in whieh the eorresponding apertures oE the sieves were 1.410,1.000, 

0 .710,0.500,0.350,0.250,0.177,0.125,0.074 and 0.037 mm. In these sievings, too, 

the amount oE material was 200 g. The sieving results were marked on semiloga

rithmie paper as eumulative eurves, whereby it was possible to ealculate the parameters 

So (sorting) and Sk (skewness) (see, e.g., Köster 1960, p. 141). 

The fraetions separated by sieving were studied to determine the roundness oE 
the grains and the petrographie eomposition. From the different fraetions, from 

100 to 200 grains were counted and their S- and R-values (S = spherieity, R = 
roundness) determined visually through a binoeular mieroseope aeeording to Krum

bein and Sloss (1963, p. 111). In the petrographie analysis, three eategories were 

distinguished: light minerals, dark minerals and rock fragme nts (cf., Shepard and 

Young 1961). 

The classifieation by peat types oE peat sampies is based primarily on laboratory 

determinations done mieroseopieally. The pollen preparations were done by the 
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EZJ 6 1 rrrl 11 --0--

2 1° G' ~I 7 I ~ ~I ~ 12 --
3 mIIID 8 ~ 13 --0-

FIG. 2. Symbols used 111 pollen diagrams: 

@ ~ 1 SpbaglllllJl peat, 2 Br)'ales peat, 3 Carex peat, ~ 9 14 -0--

4 E riophorllm peat, 5 Schellcbzeria peat, 6 Eqlliseilim 
peat, 7 Phragmiles peat, 8 peat with remains of 

W C2] (rees, 9 sand and pea(, 10 sand, 11 Picea, 12 PillllJ, 
5 10 15 ............. 

13 Alnlls, 13 BeilIla, 15 Salix. 

KOH method. The sand-bearing sampIes of the lower parts of the series were prepared 
by the HF method (cf., Faegri and Iversen 1964). One hundred A P grains were 
counted from the sam pIes. The findings are presented as pollen diagrams, the different 

symbols of \\'hieh are sho\\'n in Fig. 2. 

LOCA TIOl\'.A D MORPHOLOGY OF THE D E S 

Morphological classification used 

In North Karelia, eolian sand forms morphologieally varyi ng types of dunes. 
Their c!assifieation was earried out for the purposes of the present study mainly 

on the basis of the ground plan of the dunes. Thereby, the following dune types 

were distinguished: 
Dune mounds (cf., e.g., MeKee 1966, p. 10). The slupe of these dunes at their 

base is oval or oblong. The mounds vary in height from one to three meters and 

in length from 50 to 150 meters. They oeeur in assoeiation with larger dunes (e.g., 

16, 34 and 48; Appendix land Figs. 3, 9 and 11), but single mounds are likely to 

be met with, too (8 and 30 A ppendix I). 
Barchanoid dunes are ereseentie in form at their base, with the h orns of the ereseen t 

extending downwind (cf., Sokolow 1894, Ohlson 1957, Cooper 1958, Finkel 1959, 

MeKee 1966). These dunes are highest in their middle p ortion, diminishing in height 
toward the horns. They are likely to oeeur separately (e.g., 2 and 21, Appendix I ), 

but most often barehanoid forms are met wi th in assoeiation with sand ridges (e.g., 
48, Figs. 11 , 14 and 15; cf., also Ohlson 1957). 

Sand ridges. The shape of these dunes at the base is lung and narrow. The leng th 

is many times greater than the width. A sand ridge is seI dom altogether straight. 

Most of them bend somewhat, in plaees even sharply (Fig. 17) . Transverse dunes 

represent their most preva lent form. These ridges are oriented at right angles to 
the direetion of the wind that produeed them (cf., e.g ., Hörner 1927, Kadar 1938, 
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Galon 1959, McKee 1966). The cross profile is asymmetrie. The difference in slope 
between the wind ward and lee sides is generally marked enough to be noticeable. 
The inclination of the windward side of the dunes in the study area varies on the 
average between 10° and 18° and that of the lee side between 18° and 32° (cf., e.g., 

Laulajainen 1914, Högbom 1923). The windward side is also always distinctly longer 

than the lee side. 

Typical transverse dunes are, for example, shore dunes, the lee side of '> .. hich 
faces away from the open water (e.g., 5, 9 and 11, Appendix I and Fig. 3). Transverse 
dunes are met wirh in other places, too, without any clear connection wirh a shore 

(e.g., 41 and 42, Fig. 18). Longitudinal dunes (Kadar 1938, McKee and Tibbirs 1964) 
represent another type of sand ridge. In cross profile, they are nearly symmetrical. 
Such forms have evolved through the action of winds blowing from varying direc

tions. Longitudinal dunes occur most commonly in association wirh parabolic dunes 
and in the marginal parts of dune felds (e .g., 27 and 48, Figs. 5 and 16; cf., also 

Hörner 1927). 
Parabolic dunes. The form of these dunes at the base resembles a U or a V (cf. , 

e.g., Kadar 1938, Landsberg 1956, Jennings 1957, Odynsky 1958, Galon 1959, 
Co oper 1967). Their middle part is highest and has moved forward in relation to 

the arms on either side, which point windward. The arms of the parabolic dunes 
in the study area range in length from 100 to 500 meters. Parabolic dunes are in 
many instances asymmetrie with respect to their ground plan; that is, one of the 

arms is appreciably longer than the other. Typical parabolic dunes occur particularly 

in the area of Tohmajärvi (e.g ., 55, 56 and 57, Figs 17 and 23) and at Mönni (e.g., 
34, Fig. 9). 

The dunes of the area investigated will be described regionally: 

Liperi area, dunes 1- 18, Appendix I and Fig. 3. 
Joensuu area, dunes 19-30, Appendix I and Figs. 4 and 6. 
Mönni area, dunes 31 - 35, Appendix I and Fig . 9. 
Tohmajärvi area, dunes 38- 58, Appendix I and Figs. 11 and 17. 

In addition, two separate dune fields, 36 and 37, were investigated. 

Liperi area 

The ice-marginal formation of Jaamankangas 1S tbe most important source of 
dune material in the area of Liperi. The material deposited on the distal slope of 

its middle and western portions is relatively fine in grain and weH sorted. Later 

shore stages further sorted ir and transported it greater d istances (Fig. 3) . 

Dunes of the distal part of Jaamankangas 

The transverse dune, 1, on the western side of the arca is about 400 meters long 
and 2 to 3 m high. D unes 10 and 15 are irregularly shaped sand ridges (Fig. 3). Their 
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FIG. 3. Position in local terrain of dune fields of Liperi area (see Appendix I, area I). Profiles are presented in Figs. 44 and 45 
1 = till, 2 = glacioRuvial material, 3 = dune, 4 = peat, white = sand, 95-meter contour line marked with broken line, space 

between other contour lines 10 meters. 
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thickness is only between 1 and 4 meters and they are underlain by glacio fluvial 

coarse sands . 
Tbe largest dune in the area is transverse dune 9, "\\"hich is nearly 1 km long and 

runs in a northeast-southwest line. It is in many places 6 or 7 m high, but the dune 

loses height toward the southwest. The nortlleastern part of the dune is more than 

100 m broad, constituting an undulating dune complex. It evidently consists of 

numerous concurrent sand ridges and mounds. The north\\·est flank of tbe ridge 

is the windward side; its inclination at the highest point is from 14 to 18° and at 

low portions in the southwestern part from 12 to 16°. The corresponding inclinations 

on the lee side vary between 23 and 30° and in the low stretches between 22 and 27°. 
Dune 14 is a trans verse dune with respect to the asymmetry of the inclination 

of its flanks, but its longitudinal plan is curved. It resembles the »star dune», described 

by McKee (1966, pp . 65- 66) as having been piled up by winds blowing from different 

directions. The nortllern part of the dune for a distance of 100 meters has a north

south orientation, after which follows the highest part of the formation, a ridge in 

a NNE-SSW line measuring about 300 m in length. Extending from this ridge for 

300 m more is a lower portion that runs northwest-soutbeast. At the southern end 

of it, there extend a couple of parallel ridges, which run in an NNE-SSW line (Pig. 3). 

The northwest flank of the dune is the windward side, which has an average inclination 

of from 14° to 18°. 
The southernmost dune in dune neId 16 is a sand ridge nearly a kilometer 

long, the overall orientation of which is N W -SSE. Since there is no appreciable 

difference between the angles of the slopes, this is one of the typical longitudinal 

dunes. 

Dunes of the vicinity of Kuorinkajärvi 

The surroundings of Kuorinkajärvi consist of neIds of sand, which has derived 

from Jaamankangas through post-glacial marine and lacustrine wave action. 

On the western side of Kuorinkajärvi, there occur a couple of isolated dunes, 

2 (Appendix I). One of them takes the form of a mound, with a length of some 100 m. 

The other is a barchan-like dune, the concave side of which faces south. 

On the north side of Kuorinkajärvi, there are dunes in two separate places. The 

soutbernmost dune, 3, is an isolated dune mound (Pig. 3) from 3 m to 4 m high. 

Dune 11, located east of Kokinniemi, ,vas at its initial stage a shore dune approxi

mateIy 800 m long; its orientation was the same as that of the present shore of Kuo

rinkajärvi, or N E-SSW. Wbat is now left of it is two successive ridges, situated 

along the line of the former continuous shore dune. The longest continuous part 

now is over 300 m. Deformation appears to have taken pI ace as early as the end of 

the primal stage of the dune's evolution. Indicative of this is the dune mound on 

the nortbeast side of tbe ridge as well as, further, tbe longitudinal dune extending 

from it for a distance of about 200 meters (Pig. 3). The inclination of the windward 

flank, facing tbe lake, is from 12° to 18° and that of the lee side from 20° to 30°. 
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Dunes between Riihilampi and Pyhäselkä 

Slightly over a kilometer from the shore of Riihilampi to the northeast, there 

occur a pair of shore dunes, 4 and 5, running parallel to the northeast shore of the 

pond (Appendix I). The dunes are almost linked to each other by several mounds 

situated between them. The more southern dune is over 1 300 m long and from 

3 m to 6 m high. At its southeastern end, it broadens out into an undulating complex 

nearly 100 m wide. The southwestern flank of these shore dunes facing the pond 

is the windward side, which slopes from 10° to 15°. Tbe inclination of the lee sides 
varies between 15° and 25°. 

To the nortbeast from the foregoing locality, tbere is a narrow, winding longi

tudial dune, 6. Varying in height from 1 m to 4 m, tbe dune breaks up at some points 

almost into separate mounds. 

There are two dune fields, 7 and 8, on the north side of Maisonvaara (see also 

Frosterus and Wilkman 1915). In the dune field 7 there are three separate, narrow 

shore dunes, oriented NNW -SSE. The largest of the dunes is 500 m long and 2- 5 m 

high. The flanks facing Pyhäselkä are the wind ward sides, wbich dip between 12° 
and 18°. The corresponding values registered for the lee sides are from 22° to 27°. 
At the highest point of the crest of tbe dune, the lee side dips 30°- 32°. 

The length of dune complex 17, on the western side of Mattisenlahti, is nearly 

600 m, its width being in places over 100 m (Appendix land Fig. 3). It consists of 

small mounds and non-oriented ridges, and hollows between them, resulting in a 

chaotic relief. The length direction of the whole complex is northwest-southeast, 

and its northwest portion constitutes a single transverse dune for about 100 meters. 

On the basis of the slopes, the wind ward and lee sides can be clearly distinguished. 

The dip of the northeast flanks of the single dune is approximately 11° and that 

of the southwest flank 18°. 
Some two kilometers to tbe south of the foregoing dune complex, eolian sand 

occurs in the shape of mounds and small ridges, 18. The low mounds are so arranged 

that they form ridges from 1 m to 3 m high and oriented northwest-southeast. This 

direction corresponds to the ancient sbore of Lake Pyhäselkä in this locality (Fig. 3). 

Salokylä dunes 

Somewhat over two kilometers to the north from Salokylä, there is abipartite 

sand ridge, 12 (Fig. 3). The part farther north constitutes a transverse dune. It is 

about 400 m long and the direction is northeast-southwest. The part more to the 

south consists of a chain of dome-shaped accumulations. Its ground plan is slightly 

curved, but the prevailing orientation in northwest-southeast. 

On tbe northwest side of Salokylä, there are two separate parallel sand ridges, 

wbicb belong to one dune complex, 13 (Fig. 3). They are oriented southwest-north

east. The ridge more to the north is the !arger, being about 500 m long and from 
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1 m to 4 m high. The southwest part of the dune is the highest. There the northwest 
flank dips 10- 12° and the southeast flank 20- 25°. The flanks of the lower northeast 

portion are nearly symmetrieal, having an inclination of about 15°. The other dune 

is a ridge only from 1 m to 2 m high but wirh a length of nearly 600 m. At its south
west end, there is an extension 100 m long running toward the northwest (Fig. 3). 

Joensuu area 

In the J oensuu area, there is an abundance of sorted material. On the north 
side of town, there is Jaamankangas, and on the east side, extensive series of deltas . 

These are joined together by Utranharju (Appendix I). Relatively fine -grained 

material was deposited primarily along the margins of these accumulations. Subse
quently the quantity of sorted fine material was substantially increased by littoral 

forces, which deposited fine sand over broad tracts. 

Dunes of Utranharju 

The most prominent dune complex, 20, in this area (Fig. 4) is situated west 
of Lehmo. Oriented northeast-southwest, this complex i5 some 1 400 m long. In 

addition, to its southwest end is linked an extension nearly 500 m long, which runs 
in an east-west line. Its northeast portion consists of two parallel ridges, both meas

uring about 500 m in length. The height of these parallel ridges varies from 1 m 
to 4 meters, but their middle portion reaches heights of from 8 m to 10 m. The 

slopes do not differ in degree appreciably. At the low points, the indinations vary 
between 15° and 18°, and at the highest points, between 25° and 30°. The complex 

falls into the dass of longitudinal dunes (Fig. 5). 

FIG. 4. Location of longitudinal dune 20 at Lehmo at margin of esker (area II). 
Profile is presentcd in Fig. 45 and symbols in Fig. 3. 
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as in Fig. 3. Spaces between contour lines are 10 meters. 
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On the east side of Utranharju, there oeeurs a trans verse dune 22 (Appendix I), 
whieh is over 600 rn long and is oriented northwest-southeast. Ir varies from 2 to 

6 meters in height, whieh diminishes toward the southeast. 

The dune eomplex, 23, on the south side of Utranharju (Appendix land Fig. 6) 

eonsists of two parts. Its main portion forms a transverse dune oriented northwest
southeast and with a length of about 500 m. From its southeast end, there turns 

off toward the northeast a longitudinal dune nearly 400 rn long. The dune eomplex 
spreads out at the bend into an undulating feature about 100 rn broad. At this point, 
the dune also rises to its greatest height, over 10 rn (Fig. 7). The inclination of the 
windward side of the transverse dune in the high southeastern portion varies from 

13° to 1 rand that of the lee side frorn 26° to 34°. In tbe low northwestern seetion, 

the eorresponding values are 12° and 14° on the southwest flank and 180 and 21 
on the nortlleast flank (Fig. 8). 

FIG. 7. Highest point of dune 23, situated on south end of Utranharju. Surface 
of dune has becomc cxposcd in spots because its top is criss-erossed by 

footpaths. 

FIG. 8. Rather low northwestern portion of dune 23. Note the asymmetrie 
form of dune. 
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Dunes of the Aittolampi vicinity 

.Along the margins of the great deltas, there occur some dune mounds or irregular 

ridges with slightly sloping sides, 30 (Appendix I). In some instances, only a couple 

of meters of dune sand have been observed to overlie the glaciofluvial material, 24. 

The most prominent dunes are located in the surroundings of Aittolampi (Fig. 6). 

Closest to the glaciofluvial deltas, one meets with barchan-like dunes, 26. Their 

convex sides dip on the average 12° and the concave sides from 20° to 24 . The 

largest of these dunes is the one farthest south, and it rises to a height of from 5 to 
7 meters. 

At a greater distance from the deltas, the dunes are generally parabolic in form, 

as witness 28 and 29. Their basic pattern is asymmetric, for one arm is in many 

cases twice as long as the other. The height of the parabolic dunes is greatest at 

the point of the nose (from Sm to 8 m), diminishing toward the arms. Furthermore, 

the larger arms (e.g., 28, Fig. 6) contain small parabolic extensions. 

On the south side of Aittolampi, there is a longitudinal dune, 27, \\"hich lies 

somewhat apart from the rest and measures more than 300 111 in length. It varies 

between 5 m and 7 m in height, and there are scarcely any differences betwecn the 

Ranks with regard to their pitch. 

Scattered occurrences 

In the Joensuu area, dunes standing apart are to be met \vith, too, occurring 

o n till mounds thrusting up out of the sand fields. The sand ridge, 19, (Appendix 1) 

is 200 m long and oriented in a northeast-southwest line. Dune 21, on the castern 

side of the city of Joensuu, is barchanoid in form. Its convcx west side dips from 

12° to 15°, and its concave east side from 22° to 24°. 

The dune located on the south side of the Utra canal, 25 (Fig. 6), is a 10\\" ridge 

about 200 m long and oriented in a nearly north-south line. The dune has gentl e 

slopes and is between 1 and 3 meters high. 

Mönni a rea 

On the northwestern side of the Jakokoski canal, there occurs an extensive field 

built up by glacial meltwaters (Appendix I). Its northwestern section is a sandur 

and its southeastern section adelta. Because the Pielisjoki (= river) wore down its 

channel across the delta, the sands have been subjected to diverse sorting and 

provided susceptible material to the winds for transportation. 

Southwest of Mönni, one meets with a transverse dune, 31, which is 600 m long. 

In this locality, eolian sand is also present as cover-sand, 32 (Appendix I). 

I orth of Mönni, typical shore dunes occur dose to the banks of Pielisjoki. The 

o rientation of the dunes varies, being either north-south or northeast-southwest, 
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FIG. 9. Dunes oE ~rönni area (area IV), symbo ls explained in Fig . 3. 

and it conforms to the direction follo\\·ed by the shore (Fig . 9). The longest dunes 
stretch for distances of about 700 m, and their crests rise to from 1 m to 4 m. The 

area also has fairly weil developed parabolic dunes, 34, which lie slightly farther from 
the river. The lengths of the arms of the parabolic dunes vary between 100 and 

300 m, and the basic pattern is generally fairly symmetrical (Fig. 9). In height, the 

dunes vary from 1 m to 4 m. Farthest to the northwest, there occurs the largest dune 
of this area, 35. A symmetricallongitudinal dune, it has a length of more tban 500 m. 
The crest rises in places above 5 m, but there is a levelling off toward the northeast. 

Tohmajärvi a rea 

The ice-marginal belt of Salpausselkä Ir extends past the western sides of Heinä

vaara and Kiihtelysvaara to Onkamo. Around Heinävaara and Kiihtelysvaara, no 
dunes, however, occur (Appendix I). This area is lacking in flat, level stretches of 
ground where meltwaters from the ancient continental ice sbeet could have deposited 

material suitable for wind transportation. The primary material of wbich Salpaus

selkä Ir is composed is in pi aces in this area, too, quite coarse (e.g., Repo 1957, 
p. 113 and Figs. 71 - 77). Signs of eolian activity are to be noted here and there, 
as, far example, on the south side of Palojärvi and tbe north side of Haarajärvi. 

Overlying the mounds and ridges, 36, consisting of sorted material on the south 

side of Palojärvi, there is eolian cover sand from 1 m to 2 m thick. On the north 
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side of Haarajärvi, cover sand lies on top of till mounds, 37, as weH as on their west

ern slopes to a thickness of between one-half and one meter (Appendix I). 
North of Tohmajärvi, in the area of Vatala and Murtoi, there spreads out a 

broad and fairly level tract marked by the presence of abundant sorted material. 

Having been reworked by littoral forces, its most important sources are Salpaus
selkä II, the esker situated between Valkealampi and Karhunpäälampi, and the 

smaller, fragmentary esker sequence on the northeast side of Muskonlampi (Appendix 
land Figs. 11 and 17). Also, at the bottom of bogs, for example the broad Valkeasuo, 
fine sand is commonly met with (cf., Tolonen 1967, Appendix III, Profiles A, D 
and N). Fine sand occurs in the area so abundantly and uniformly that its exact 

relation to glaciofluvial material is exceedingly difficult to determine with respect 

to genesis. 

Rouanaho dunes 

In the area of Rouanaho, there are extensive occurrences of fine sand, which 

may have derived from difFerent sources. In the northern part of the area, there 
is a continuous sandy stretch that reaches as far as J ylmänvaara (Appendix I, Fig. 
11). In the west, the area is bounded by bogs, but sand occurs underneath all the 

way to the distal portions of Salpausselkä II. The fragmentary esker chain in the 

southwest (Fig. 11) has also provided sand. 
East of Jylmänvaara, there is an isolated dune complex, 39. It is made up of 

a longitudinal form about 100 m in length and oriented northeast-southwest and 
anothcr one linked to it transversely, being of the same length and running in a 
northwest-southeast li ne (Fig. 10). The dune complex is on the whole between 2 

and 3 m high but at the bend nearly 5 m. Southwest of Jylmänvaara, there occur 

several transverse dunes, 38, which are oriented northwest-southeast (Fig. 11). They 

yary in length from 200 to 400 meters and in height bct\Veen 2 and 4 meters. On the 
northeast side of the transverse dunes, there are dune mounds and ridges, which may 

generally be designated as longitudinal dunes or rudimentary forms in the same dass. 

FlG. 10. Dune 39 on eastern side of Jylmänvaara. Dune's highest point visible 
at left margin of picture. Auto stands atop trans verse ridge. 
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FIC. 11. Dunes of Rouanaho at Tohmajärvi (area V). Fragmentary esker 
on northwestcrn side of Muskonlampi is markcd wirh small circles; 

white arcas represent sand and peat. 
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On the north side of R ouanaho, there is a dune eomplex that possibly was originally 

a large parabolie dune: the remnants of its former NNE-SSE-oriented arm now lie 

separated from the rest (Fig . 11 ). Farthest to tbe northeast, there oeeur tbree separate 

ridges of eolian sand, 43, of whieh the largest is about 500 m long and from 2 m to 

5 m high . It ""inds considerably and its flanks slope at varying angles on different 

sides (cf., Fig. 43). 
A long tbc road to Murtoi, there is a sand ridgc a kilomcter long, 45. Its crest 

riscs toward the southwcst, to the nose of the original parabolie dune. (Fig. 11) . 

1\t most, thc hcight of the ridges reaehes from 6 m to 9 m. The flanks of the formation 

are distinetly asymmetrie. The slope of the northwest flank va ries between 10° and 

17 and that of the southeast flank bet,\"cen 20° and 30° (Fig. 12) . 

On the si te of the other arm of the former parabolie dune, there now stands a 

ridge nearly 1.5 km long. It is a eontinuous and eonspieuously winding sand ridge, 

44, with small extensions (Fig . 11). Tbe ridge is oricnted N W -SSE and its long 

profile is yery sinuous (Fig. 13). The northern portion of the dune is a ridge between 

1 m and 3 m high and running in a north-south direetion for a distanee o f some 500 m. 

The east-wes t and northeast-southwest bends and extensions are small parabolie 

arms. The side of the sand ridge faeing east and northeast is on the whole slightly 

gen ti er of slope than the opposite flank, and all the extensions as well as detaehed 

ridges are loeated on that side. The western flank is bordercd sharply by a bog. 

On th e south side of R ouanaho, one meets with a eouple of detaehed, sinuous 

sand rid ges, 46 and 47 (Fig. 11 ). They vary in height from 1 m to 4 m, and here 

and there they eonsist of almost separate ehains of dune mounds. Thc interdune 

area is filled with peat; thc bog borders sharply on thc ridges. There is no note-

FIG. 12. Road leading to Murtoi runs across summit of dune 45. More gently 
sloping northwestern flank of formation appears at left in photo. 
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FIG. 13. Long profile and two cross sections (A and B) of dune 44 at Rouanaho. Peat profiles \\,cre 
taken from site of latter cross section B, the pollen diagrams being given in Figs. 50 (west side) 

nnd 53 (east side). 

worthy differenee between the slopes of the dunes, but at the bends the ridges are 
asymmetrie (cf., Fig. 43). From the south end of the eastern ridge, 46, there extends 

a projeetion 100 m long to the northeast. It is eoneeivably a remnant of one arm 
of a parabolie dune. By eontrast, the western ridge, 47, is a eombination of a longi

tudinal and a parabolie dune. 

The broadest dune field of the study area, 48, is some 3 km long and it yaries 
bet\\"een 100 m and 600 m in breadth (Fig. 11 ). In this field there are sand ridges 

varying in shape and orientation and separated by ground that has turned boggy. 
The general orientation of the dune field is from northwest to southeast, but the 

separate sand ridges are by and !arge situated at right angles to this line. In the north

western part of the field, there is a sand train measuring about 800 m in length and 

running in a nearly north-south line. It has quite a serpentine form, however, and 
is made up of, in plaees, almost detaehed barehanoid portions (Figs. 14 and 15). 
This sand train varies from 1 m to 5 m in height, and its south end is joined to a ridge 

oriented northwest-southeast. This large ridge, like a hogbaek in plaees, has a length 

of over 600 m and the highest points rise almost 10 m above the surrounding ground. 
In the middle of this extensive dune field, there oeeur parabolie dunes wirh arms 

stretching out an average of between 300 m and 400 m. Downwind they are joined 
by longitudinal dunes from 100 m to 300 m long. In the southeast part of the dune 

held, there are sharply winding ridges between 200 m and 500 m in length. Their 

profile along the top is eonspieuously undulating. The highest points of the ridges 
are frorn 8 m to 10 m. There are no marked differenees in piteh between the opposite 
flanks of the dunes (Fig. 16), whieh fall into the eategory of longitudinal dunes . 
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F' I G. 14. D unes consist in some instances of barchanoid parts, (north,,·esr 
port ion of dune fje ld 48). 

FI G. 15. Concave side of barchan shown in preceding picture has turned boggy. 
Sinuous part of a form ation appears in the background . 

4 176 55 - 71 
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FIG. 16. Longitudinal dune, nearly symmetrieal in shape, of broad dune field 48 
ot Rouanaho. 

Dunes of Vatala 

The numerous sand rid ges oE Vatala are situated on the whole in the proximity 

oE the esker running between Valkealampi and Karhunpäälampi , in many instances 

at its very margin (Appendix I and Fig. 17). It is from this esker that the dunes 

oE Vatala luve evidently derived their material. It is somewhat harder to explain 

the derivation oE the material contained in dunes 41 and 42, which are situated to 

the south oE the esker. \Xlith respect to elevations, the area on the north side 

oE Vatala deviates from the other places . Dune neld 42, on the southwest side oE 
Honkalampi, rests on approximately the same level as the rest oE the dunes oE Vatala. 

On the other hand, the northernmost dune neId, 41 (Fig. 17), lies distinctly higher 

than the rest. In the surroundings oE the dune neid, there are occurrences oE nne 

sand o\'er Eairly wide stretch es of ground , but its origin is not very easy to determine. 

On the t\\"o dune neIds , 41 and 42, situated on the north side oE Vatala, there 

occur mainly transverse dunes, which in general are oriented northeast-southwest 

(Fig. 17) . In both places, the dunes on the southeast side oE the neId are the largest 

(Fig . 18 and 19) . They are from 600 m to 1 000 m long and, at the highest points, 

Erom 7 m to 10 m high. The long profie oE the dunes is highly undulating (Fig. 18). 

In each pi ace, on the northwestern windward side oE the largest dune, there occur 

parallel sand ridges. In the latter place, 42, they are only short and low mounds. By 

contrast, in the former neld, 41, there are from 2 to 4 ridges varying in length from 

300 m to 800 m and from 1 m to 5 m in height. All the dunes are transverse forms. 

Their northwest flank is consistently the more gently sloping windward side, the 
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FIG. 17. Vatala dune in Tohmajärvi area (area VI). Extensive esker 
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FIG. 18. The largcst transverse dune, 41, at Vatala is rolling in shape. Photo was taken fro m wind
ward side; bog in foreground . 

FIG. 19. Surface of dune is mantled by sparse but continuous Cal/I/na and 
Cladonia vegetation. Photo from summit of transverse dune 42, situated on 

southwest side o f Honkalampi, with lee side on left. 

incli nation of which va ries, depending on the height oE the fo rmation, Erom 10- to 
18°. At the highest points oE the dunes, the lee side has a pitch of from 25 to 32 ' . 
The interdune areas have turned boggy (see Fig. 18). Similar paludificarion phenomena 

of dune areas have been observed elsewhere, as, for example, in Poland (Chmiele\\'ska 

and Wasylikowa 1961 , Kobendzina 1961, p. 386). 
In the northwestern part of Va tala, there is an isolated parabolic dune, 40 (r\ppen

dix I). It is quite regular in its g round plan, and the arms are ab out 200 m long. 
On the south side of Vatala, there occur a couple of transverse dunes, 52 and 53 

(Fig. 17), from 200 m to 300 m long and 1 m to 4 m high. In addition, on the edge oE 
tbe esker, there is a parabolic dune, 54, which never developed past a rudimentary 

tage. 
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On the northwest side oE Valkealampi, there is a broad area eovered with eolian 

·sand (Fi g . 17)_ Farthest in the northwest, one meets with a very highly developed 

parabolie dune, 55, the lengths oE the arms oE whieh are 500- 600 m (Fig. 20). The 

arms are only from 2 m to 4 m high to start with but rise to a height oE from 4 m to 

7 m to\\-ard the nose . The inner flanks are slightly gentler oE slope than the outer 

o nes, whieh dip 18- 20°. The arms oE the dunes reaeh out partlyon the lower flanks 
oE the esker. 

Near Valkealampi, there are numerous parabolie dunes situated side by side on 

dune field 56, and in between them longitudinal dunes. The lengths of the arms 

o E the most prominent paraboIie dunes are about 500 m. In the middle of the field 

FIG. 20. Arm of parabolic dune 55 and in background part of its nose_ 

FIG. 21. A dune in dune field 56 extending to the slope of the glaciofluvial 
formation visible in the background. The ground vegetation on the surface 
of the dune is almost exclusively Cladonia. Boggy ground on both sides of 

the dune. 
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FIG. 22. Gcntly winding longitudinal dune of dune held 56 on slopc of eskcr 
northwest of Valkealampi. 

FIG. 23. Parabolic dune 57, on southwest side of Valkealampi. Photo was taken from summit of 
opposite arm, so that the highest point of the parabola, the nose, appears at the left and the road 

runs atop the other arm. The ground between the arms has turned boggy. 

is the biggest parabolic dune, wh ich is intersected by the highway connecting Kiih

telysvaara and Tohmajärvi. At the point of the road cut, the height of the dune 
is between 10 and 12 meters. In this dune field, some sand ridges are slightly asym
metric. The dunes are sharply bounded by a bog (Fig. 21) and they extend partly 
on the flanks of the nearby esker (Fig. 22). 

Dune complex 57, situated on the southwest side of Valkealampi, is built up 

of two parabolic dunes (Figs. 17 and 23). The arms have grown together, and the 
nose of one of tbe parabolas is a blow-out. On the south side of Valkealampi, there 
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is dune field 58, to whieh belongs a trans verse dune measuring some 400 m in length_ 

To the northwest from this point, there oeeur a eouple of parallel trans verse dunes 

(Fig_ 17) about 100 m long_ They are all oriented northeast-southwest, and their 
northwestern flanks slope gently windward. 

Scattered occurrences 

In addition to the aEore-deseribed dune fields, there are some small isolated 

oeeurrenees in the area of Tohmajärvi (Appendix I). About 2.5 km to the southwest 

from Kylmäkallio, there is a trans verse dune, 49, whieh is 200 m long and oriented 

northeast-southwest. Its southeast flank slopes gently. 
On the south side oE the villa ge of Murtoi, there oeeur transverse dunes 50 and 51. 

The former is less than 200 m long and has a northeast-southwest orientation. In 
the latter plaee, there are a eouple of parallel transverse dunes, whieh are 250 m and 

400 m in length. They vary in height from 1 m to 4 m. Besides the transverse dunes , 
there is a small dune mound downwind (Appendix I). 

THE MATERIAL OF THE DUNES 

Grain size and sorting 

Several dozen sampIes were taken from the dunes In the study area, and they 
were subjeeted to a total of about 100 grain size analyses (p. 10). Insofar as several 

sampIes were investigated from the same dune, the average value obtained was taken 

to represent the grain eomposition oE the dune. 
The material of the dunes oE North Karelia eonsists predominantly oE bighl y 

sorted sand. It eontains only the following fraetions: 

2.0- 0.6 ........... . . . . . . . . . . . . mm (coarse sand) 
0 . 6- 0.2 . ... . ..... . ..... . ...... » (fine sand) 
0.2- 0.062 

<0.062 .............. . ... . . . 
» (very fine sand) 
» (silt) 

No grains have been met with in tbe sampIes eolleeted from the dunes oE tbe 

area investigated that have exceeded 2 mm in diameter. Also in Hägbom's (1923, 

p. 137) data, over 2-mm grains are exceptional. Only five dunes, 5, 12, 13, 20 and 30 
(Appendix I) have yielded grains measuring between 1.41 and 2.00 mm in diameter. 
Even so, the diameters are near the lower limit. In the Tohmajärvi area, only a few 

dunes eontain grains exceeding 0.71 mm in diameter (cf., Fig. 28). 
In the different dune areas, the grain size of the material depends not onl y on 

the composition oE the souree material but also on the strength oE the wind. Aeeord
ing to different investigators, the minimum velocity oE the wind capable oE blowing 
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sand varies from 3.5 to 4.5 meters per second (e.g., Anderson 1926, Land 1964) . 

Constantly blowing winds of a velocity between 5 and 8 m per sec. playa bigger 
part in the transportation of sand than do sporadic gales. The afore-mentioned 
velocity suffices to put grains into saltation movement. 

According to Sokolo\\· (1894, pp. 12 and 288) and Land (1964), the relation 
between wind velocity and grain size lS as folIows: 

\X'ind velocity :\lax imum 
grnin size 

:.\fotion of sand 

< 3. 4 m/s ..... Scarcely any effect 
3.4- 6.7 m/s . . . .. 0.2 5 mm Light minerals: continuous sal-

6. 7-8.4 m/s . . . .. 0. 5 » 

9. 8-11.4 m/s 
11.4- 13 .0 m/s 

1. 0 » 
1. 5 » 

tat ion; heavy minerals: slow sal
tation 

Sand flies through air for some 
distance 

j
Rain often falls in conjunction 
with heavy winds, prcventing 
movement of sand 

Severe gales, wirh velocities over 9.0 m per sec., tend to deform dunes by causing 

deep blow-outs and other deflation forms. According to Land (1964), dunes form 
mainly when the wind velocity is sufficient; this observation applies also to the 
formation oE the North Karelian dunes, for their material is quite fine. 

The wind velocity increases, according to the research done by Anderson (1926) , 

above the surface of the ground as folIows: 

At the surface . .... . . . ........ . 
30 cm above 
3m 

40 m 
» 
» 

Wind velocity 
» » 
» » 
» » 

4.5 m per sec. 
5.0 m per sec. 
9.2 m per sec. 

16.3 m per sec. 

The median grain size (Md) oE the dune sand in North Karelia varies in general 
between 0.13 and 0.18 mm, and the arithmetic mean is 0.16 mm. The lowest values, 

0.09- 0.11 mm, were yielded by the sam pIes from dunes 3, 16, 17 and 21. The highest 

values, 0.24- 0.25, were registered by the sampIes from dunes 1, 5, 12 and 15. These 
findings represent very small variations in the Md values. Its value is likewise low, 
which proves the material to be quite fine-grained. Also Högbom (1923) and Hörner 
(1927) reported occurrences oE eolian sand of similarly fine composition. 

One reason for the fineness oE the dune material can be discovered in the character 

of the source material, grain-size analyses of which prove it to be quite fine-grained, 
too. The eolian sand is still finer oE composition than the source material (cf., e.g., 
Hörner 1927, Giles and Pilkey 1965). Comparisons between the source material and 

the eolian sand proper have produced consistent results wirh respect to the grain 
size. The Eollowing pair oE sampIes co me from the area oE Liperi, between Riihilampi 
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and Pyhäselkä. The composition of the sampIe from the windward terrain of dune 

4 is marked A and that of the dune sampIe, B. 

2. 0-0. 6 mm . 
0 .6- 0.2 mm ..... 
0. 2-0. 06 2 mm 

< 0 .062 mm 

2. 7 0 0 

35. \ o() 

59.u on 

2. 2 0 0 

B 

0.5 0 0 

22. 4 0
" 

72. 7 0" 

4.4 °0 

Dune material (B) contains a distinctly smaller quantity of coarse fractions than 

source material (A) does. In the dune material the fine fractions luve become enriched 

at the expense of the coarse fractions. 

In the Joensuu area, sampIes were taken from the south\\"est side of dune 29 

(A, 0.3 m depth and B, 0.6 m), from the dune itself (C) and from the g round on 

its windward side (D, comp. Fig. 6). The proportions of the different fractions were 

as folIows: 
. \ B r. [) 

2.0- 0.6 mm 0.3 °0 6.2 on 2.0 0 0 

0.6- 0.2 mm 13.\ 00 46. 7 0 0 2. 7 0 0 59.8 0
0 

0.2---0.062 mm 82.5 00 45.7 0 0 91. 8 0 0 36 . 8 0 0 

<0.062 mm 4. \ 0 0 1.4 0 H 5. 5 0 n 1. 4 0
0 

The composition of sampIe A corresponds dosest to the composition of dune 

sampIe C. Quite apparently, tbe surface layer of well-sorted material 30-50 cm 

thick occurring in this area has been transported and sorted by the wind, wbereas 

sa mple (B ) represents waterlaid material. Sam pIe (D), taken from the northeast side 

o f the dune, is distinctly coarser. 

Similar results have been obtained also from the Tohmajärvi area. Here is an 

example, A denoting the source material and B the material from dune field 42 

(comp. Fig. 17): 
.\ B 

2.0-0. 6 111111 . ...... 4.1 0 0 

0. 6-0.2 mm ... 15. 5 ~(I 5. 6 on 

0.2- 0.062 mm 77.6 0
0 90.2 ~" 

<0.062 lnt11 . . . . . . . . . 2.8 0
" 4.2 0

0 

In tbis case, too, tbe dune material lS noticeably finer than tbe source material. 

Tbe dune contains no coarse sand whatsoever - any more than do tbe dunes of 

Tohmajärvi in generaL The quantity of fine sand, too, is only about one-third of 

rhe corresponding amount of source material. 

Althougb tbe dune material rhroughout the srudy region is visually very mucb 

alike in composition and sorting, the average grain composition varies considerably 

from place to place. In individual dunes, these values differ even more. In histograms 

:\, B, C and D of Fig. 24, the average grain-size composition of the dune material 

1n different areas is shown. 
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FIG. 24. Histograll1s showing the grain cOll1positions of dune sands in stud)' region: A = Liperi, 
B = Joensuu, C = Mönni and D = Tohll1ajäni. 

The dune material of the Mönni area is the coarsest of all (histogram C). Material 

coarser than 0.2 mm accounts for more than 30 per cent of the total, and in indi

vidual dunes the proportion is even greater. Correspondingly, the very finest grade 

« 0.062 mm) occurs in the smallest amounts, on the average 5 % (Fig. 25). The 
material of the dunes of this area is also sorted best according to Sindowski's (1961, 
p. 173) c1assification. The So value averages 1.31. The material sorted best was met 

with in a parabolic dune situated in dune field 34. 

The dune material in the Liperi area is likewise quite coarse (histogram A). An 

average of nearly 30 per cent of the material is of a coarseness exceeding 0.2 111m 
in diameter (Fig. 26) . Dunes 12 and 13 of Salokylä deviate c1early from the other 

• <O. 062mm'--------''-------"--_--L ., ~ O.2mrr 

FIG. 25. Grain cOll1position of Mönni dune sands. 
34 E = sma ll ridges of cast side of dune neid 34 
34 P = parabolic dunes of dune neid 34 
35 G = dune of dune neid 35, situated alongside esker 
35 R = shore dune in dune neid 35 (comp., Fig. 9). 
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" Q062-0.2mm 

_;). 02mm 

FIG. 26. Grain composition oE Liperi dune s~nd s . 

dunes of the Liperi area, for over 50 per cent of their material consists of coarse 
fractions, measuring > 0.2 mm, while the finest fraction, < 0.062 mm, account 

for only 1 per cent of the total (cE., Fig. 26). The material of the Salokylä dunes 

is quite weil sorted, for the average So value is 1.35, whereas the corresponding figure 
for the Liperi area as a whole is 1.37. The most poorly sorted material occurs along 
the margins of Jaamankangas, where the So value is 1.40; elsewhere it varies from 
1.34 to 1.37. 

The dune material of the J oensuu area and the Tohmajärvi area is highly similar 

(histograms Band D, Figs_ 27 and 28). Grains coarser 0.2 mm in diameter makc 
up sIightly less than 20 per cent of the total, with coarse sand comprising less than 

~. 

o 

I I / 

/---,--+-----r-..,.:-----f-

o 0 062mm L ;':"""_L L .J 

FIG. 27. Grain composition oE Joensuu dune sands . (Open 
cirde = no grains over 0.6 mm in sampie). 
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, O.062-Q.2m"n 

\ 

FIG . 28. Grain composition of T ohm ajärvi dune sands (open 
circle = no grains over 0.6 mm). Sampie 48 SE - southcastern 

part of dune field 48. 

1 per cent of this content (Fig. 24). The dune material of the 'Iohmajärvi area is 

the finest of all. The content of grains over 0.6 mm in diameter averages 0.1 per 

cent, but this size is lackino- altogether from many sampIes (Fig. 28). The finest 

fractions « 0.062) do not occur in these dunes, however, any more than in the 

dunes of the other localities; the silt content varies between 3 and 4.5 per cent. In 

the dunes of the Joensuu and 'Iohmajärvi areas, the 0.062- 0.2 mm grain size accounts 

for almost 80 per cent of the total. In the case of individual dunes, this size is apt 

to register as much as 90 per cent (Fig. 28, Nos. 44 and 48). 

The average sorting value of the Joensuu dunes is 1.38, and of the Tohmajärvi 
dunes 1. 33. The best sorted material of the former area occurs in scattered dunes, 

where the So value averages 1.34. The lowest value, 1.28, was yielded by dune 25. 
The most poorly sorted material occurs in the dunes of the Aittolampi area, their 

S o value being on the average 1.41. In the Tohmajärvi area, the material of the 

Vatala dunes is on the average better sorted (S 0 = 1. 32) than the material of the 

Rouanaho dunes, the So of which is 1.38. 

The skewness values vary between 1.01 and 0.85 in the different dune fjelds. 

In the Mönni and Liperi areas, the skewness values are elose to 1. The highest value 

registered in the entire study area, 1.02, occurs in dunes 12 and 13 of Salokylä. This 

signifies that in these dunes, the finest fractions are better sorted than the coarse 

ones (cf., eg., Köster 1960, p 141, Molnar 1966, pp. 138- 139). 

The average skewness value measured in the J oensuu area is 0.92. The lowest 

value, 0.87, occurs in the dunes of the Aittolampi vicinity. 'Ihere in individual 

instances, the Sk value is likely to be on the 0.80 level. These values distinctly under 

1 reveal that the coarse fractions are the best sorted ones. 
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The ave rage skewness v alue registered fo r th e Tohmajärv i a rea, 0. 88, is o ne of 

the lowest kn own in the study region. The lowes t value, 0.78, was yielded b y dune 

43 at R ouanaho. In the lig ht of the skevm ess \'alues , it may be said that the coa rsest 

frac tions have bee n sorted bes t as a result o f w ind transportati o n, even th o ug h the 

ma terial migh t be very fine. 

11.n examina ti o n o f the ma te ri a l of the dunes o f N ort h K arel ia as a \vh ole reveals 

that an a,oerage of 25 pe r cen t co n tains g ra in sizes exceeding 0.2 mm in d iameter. 

The si lt conten t is less tban 5 per cent of the to tal, and ove r 70 per cent of the res t 

ra nges from 0 .062 to 0.2 mm in d ia mete r. Takin g the average fi g ures fo r all the 

d unes in thc area investigated , S " = 1.36 and S I< = 0. 93 . The va lues cited do not 

deviate in general fro m th ose rcpo rted fo r eoli an mater ial fr om other co untries 

(cf. , klemsd al 1969, p. 63). T he dune material in t\ortb I(a relia is sli g htly fi ner of 

g rain , bo\\-ever, tha n t hat fo r ,,'h ich va lues are g iven in o ther studies (cf., e .g., H ögbom 

1923, p p. 137- 138) , The mater ial is on th e average well sor ted. Bes ides the fin eness 

of t he mate r ial , the lo wness of the S" v alues is note'worth y, proving as it d oes the 

so rted cha racter of the coarse fract io ns. 

Petrographie eomposition and grain form 

[<o r the inyes tiga tion of tb e petrographie eomposition and g rain form o f th e d une 

ma terial, 19 sa mpIes were se leeted from di fferent par ts of th e stud y area . These 

sampIes \yere analyzcd b y the meth o ds described o n pp. 10. Tbe sampIes are di stributed 

amo ng the different loealities as fo llows: Liperi area, 6 sampI es (dunes 5, 9, 11, 12, 
13 an d 17); ] oensuu area, 5 sampIes (dunes 19, 20, 26, 27 and 28); M ö nn i area, 3 
sam pIes (du nes 31, 33 and 34); and the area of T ohmajär vi, 5 sampies (d unes 39 , 
44, 48 and 57). For purposes of eom parison, six sampies were chosen , bein g ta ken 

from g laeiofluvial ma terial in the fo llowin g pl aees: 

A 37 L iperi, \\'es tern par t o f ]aaman kangas 

A 51 O nttola, J aamankangas pla teau 

A 120 n or theas t side of J oensuu , U tran harju 

A 65 south side of H einävaa ra, Salpausselkä II 

A 121 Tikkala, » 

A 100 O n kamo, » 

A sum mary of t he analytiea l res ults arrived a t with the frae ti ons between 1. 00 

and 0.7 1 is presented in Table 1. The quantity of li ght m inerals varies fr o m less 

than 60 p er cent to more than 70 per cent. The light m inerals are pred o m inantl y 

q uartz, bes ides whieh feldspar is also presen t. The dar k mi nerals eonsist m ainl y of 

b io tite, in add ition to whieh there are small amounts of h ornblende and mag netite . 

In the dunes of Liperi and J oensuu, th e lig ht mineral s are present in larger amounts 

tha n the da rk o nes. The forme r make up abou t 70 - and in exeeptio nal instanees 
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TABLE 1 

Petrographie eomposition and Sand R values of the dune material and the source material 
(fraction 1. 00-0.7 1 mm) 

area 
I 

light dark rock 
min. min. frag . 

sphcricity !oundncss 

Liperi ... . ... . · . · . · . .. I 71° 6 5° ' /0 24 % 0. 77 0. 3 4 

light minerals 0.7 8 0.33 
dark » · . . . .. . . . . · . 0.74 0.50 
rock fragments • • • • • _ 0 • • • i 0. 7 i 0. 38 

Joensuu . .. . . . · . · . · . I 69°0 3°0 28 ~0 0.7 3 0. 3 4 

light minerals .. ... . ... . · . · . · . I dark » •••••••• 0 •• • · . .. I rock fragments •• • ••• 0 ••• ••• • 

0.7 2 0. 33 
0.71 0.5 0 
0 .73 0.38 

.\1önni .. 0' I 66 % 8°! /0 26 % 0.71 0. 3 1 

light minerals · . . .......... ... 
I dark » · . . . . . . . .. . . · . · . 

0. 68 0.2 6 
0.74 0. 53 

rock fragments .. . .. . . ! 0.7 5 0. 36 

Tohmajärvi .... · . j 57 ~~ 6° ' ,0 37 °0 0 . 70 0 . 31 

light minerals · . . . . . . . . . · . 0 ••• 
I 

dark » •••• •• 0 ••••• • •• • 1 

0.72 0.2 6 
0.63 0.4 i 

rock fragments . .. 0 . 65 0.4 i 

0.74 0. 3.1 

O. i 3 0. 30 
0.71 0.5 0 

.-\11 the dunes, mean ,_~67-".:~0~' ~-,-~_5_0-,-,, ~,----\-~_2_8 °~ 

light minerals . . .... ~ .... . . . 1
1 

dark » ...... . .... .. .. . 
0.7 3 0. 39 

0. 70 0.22 

rock fragments ...... ... . ... '. '. 1 
Sourcc material . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 % 

~~~~~~~ 

4° ' 36° '0 
~~--'--'-o~--,--~ 

light minerals 0.73 0.21 
dark » 0.6 2 0.2 2 
rock fragments 0. 65 0. 22 

as much as nearly 80 ~ per cent oE the material. The dark mineral content vanes 

between three and fiv e per cent, on the whole, but it may be lacking in some sampIes. 

Rock fragments account Eor roughly a quarter oE the total composition. 

Rock fragments account for more than one-third, however, oE the total content 

oE the dune sands oE Tohmajärvi. It is the content oE dark minerals that varies least 

from locality to locality . Ir is in the Tohmajärvi area that dark minerals occur in 

the largest amounts; compared, for example, to the Joensuu area, their content is 

twice as large. The difference is due largely to the nature of the local bedrock, for 

in the Tohmajärvi area there are occurrences of hornblende schist. 

A comparison oE the average petrographie composition oE all the dunes (fraction 

1.00~0. 7 1) with that of the glaciofluvial material reveals that the content oE dark 

minerals is nearly the same. The share oE the light minerals has increased in the 
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dunes by less than 10 per cent and that of rock fragments has deereased by the cor

responding amount. 

In the fractions investigated, the effect of the wind abrasion is evident most 

distinetly with respect to roundness. According to Carrol (1939, p. 22) roundness 

lessens drastically in the finest fraetions. The values for the roundness of grains vary 

in different loealities within narrow limits: R = 0.31- 0.34. The mean value for all 

the sampIes is 0.33. The eorresponding value for the souree material is 0.22. With 
respect to the light minerals, the difference between the values is still smaller - 0.30 

for the dune material and 0.21 for the source material (Table 1). Quartz grains pre

dominate among the light minerals. The roundness of quartz grains as a result of 

wind action has been studied by, among others, Cailleux (1942 and 1952), Kuenen 

(1959, 1960 and 1964), and Kuenen & Perdok (1962). 
1\S will be shown in a later chapter (pp. 74), the dune material of North Karelia 

has been exposed to the action of winds for only a short time. Accordingly, the 

di fferenee between the dune material and the source material with respeet to the 

roundness of the light minerals is so slight that it is liable to be concealed by the 

margin of error involved in the analytieal method. For this reason, the present author 

is of the opinion that also the roundness of other than the quartz grains ought to 

be inycstigated. In his recent studies, Seppälä (1969, pp. 176- 177, and 1971, p. 56) 
has, however, used only quartz grains. Also according to Cailleux (1942, p. 109), 
quartz grains must be subjeeted to recurrent eolian processes for a very long time 

before most of the grains become fully rounded. Accordingly, grains less resistant 

to wear should show the rounding effect of eolian action over a short time more 

distinctly. It must be taken into eonsideration, moreover, that the sand oeeurring 

in the study region - cven though deriving from glacioHuvial material - was 

subjected to the abrasive action of quite powerfullittoral forces before being exposed 

to the action of the ,,·ind. The effect of the afore-mentioned factors on the roundness 

of the sand grains has not been analyzed in this conneetion, but it cannot be ignored, 

either. 
Distinet differences can be deteeted in the roundness of the dark minerals and 

rock fragments of the dune material as eompared to those of the source material. 

The roundness of the dark minerals, partieularly biotite, varies in the dune material 

from 0.47 to 0.53, being on the average 0.50 (Table 1). The eorresponding figure 

for thc souree material is 0.22. The difference is made quite plain also by Figs. 29 
and 30. 1\S for the rock fragments, the difference is also clear, although smaller than 

in the preceding instance. The average roundness of the dune material is 0.39 and 

of the souree material 0.22. Tbe S values, representing spherieity, registered for the 

dark minerals and the rock fragments differ in the dune material and the sourcc 

material. The S values of the dark minerals and the rock fragments vary between 

0.71 and 0.73, the eorresponding values obtained from the souree material being 

0 .62 and 0.65. With respect to the S values of the light minerals, no appreciable 

di fferences exist bet"'een the dune material and the source material. 
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F'G. 29. Primary g lac ioA uvial material, from which material of dunes deriyed. Samplc werc 
taken from fo llowing places : Utranharju (A), Jaamankangas, Ontto la (B), Salpausselkä ll, 
Heinävaara (C), and Salpausselkä 1I, Onkamo (D ). Grains are fairly angu lar, as are rock 

fragments and dark minerals, too. Photo: E . J Ialme . 

The va riati o ns in thc petrographie composition and roundness of th e di fl"cre nt 

fractions of the dune material are illustrated by Table 2. Sampies from six dunes 

situated in different parts of the study area were selected for analysis, while fi,·c 

sampies from the g laciofluvial material were used for thc making of comparisons . 

With a diminishing of the g rain size, the proportion of li g ht minerals presen t 

increases at the expense of the rock fragments , as does that of thc dark mineral s, too. 

The amount of lig ht mineral s is larger in all the fractions of the dune material than 

of the source material. The proportion of dark minerals in the fi ne fractions of thc 

source material seems to be large r than in those of the d une material. The explanation 

probably lies in the selective sortin g effect of the ]jttoral and the eolian processes. 

The proportio n of the rock fragments decreases with dimini shing grain size, and 

in dune material thei r content is always smaller than in the source material. The 

finest fractions of half the sampIes of the dune material contained no rock fragmen ts 

w hatsoever, ·whereas there were inva riabl y some to be observed in the source material. 
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o 5 10mm 

FIG. 30. Dune material from various parts of study region: from Liperi (A), Tohmajärvi (B), 
Joensuu, east side (C), and Joensuu, norch side (D ). Espceially rock fragments eontained in 
dunes as weil as dark minerals are distinetly more rounded than eorresponding eomponents 

of souree materia l. Photo: E. Halme. 

TABLE 2 

Petrographie eomposition of the dune and souree material and the Sand R values of the g rains 
in different fraetions. 

light dark rock sphcricjty rounJnc!'!'i 
min. frag. 

.Dllne material 
2.0-0.6 mm .... 0.· · · ..... 66 ~ 0 5 '}0 29 ~,o O. iO 0. 36 
0.6-0.2 mm ... 81 ~/fl 9°; /0 10 % 0.65 0.32 
0.2- 0 .062 mm .... . ... . .. . . . . 89° 0 9° / 

0 2° 0 0.67 0.2 8 

SOllree material 
2.0-0.6 rn rn 59 '}0 3 '}0 38 ~0 0.70 0.23 
0.6-0. 2 rn rn .. .. . . . 0. · · . . · , · · 76'}0 10% 14% 0.66 0.22 
0.2- 0.062 rnm ... 80 % 17 % 3 °/ /0 0.6.1 0.20 

Wirh respect to the sphericity values, no noteworthy variations occur in ei ther material. 

The roundness of the dune material lessens, however, wirh diminishing grain size; 

and it appears to be slightly g reater also in the fine fractions than in the corresponding 

portions of the source material. The difference in roundness is due to the greater 

Ö 1;(;'1 ;j i l 
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TABLE 3 

Relation of Sand R "alues of grains to petrographie eomposition. 

Dune material Souree material 

fraction R j composition I [raction R 

2.0 - 0.6 mm ... 0.72 0 . 32 light 2.0- 0.6 mnl . . . . . . I 0.72 0.22 
0.66 0.51 dark 0.62 0.28 
0.61 0.41 stones 0.66 0.23 

0.6- 0.2 mm . . .. . 0.71 0.32 light 0.6- 0 . 2 111m 0.72 0.24 
0.62 0.47 dark 0.60 0.24 
0.61 0.38 stones 0.67 0.24 

0.2-0.062 mm .. 0.70 0.27 light 0.2- 0.062 111111 0.69 0 . 21 
0.68 0.40 dark 0.66 0 . 19 
0 . 60 0.32 stones 0.65 0.20 

roundness of the dark minerals and rock fragments contained in the dune material 

as compared to the source material. Notably in the case of quartz grains, particularly 

in the fine fractions, no apreciable differences exist (Table 3). 

The increase in the proportion of light minerals in the dune material at the expense 

of the rock fragments, in comparison with the source material, is probably due to 

the shattering of the rock fragments into separate minerals du ring transportation. 

The increase in the proportion of dark minerals in the fine fractions, too, may be 

attribllted to the same circumstance. 

Surface texture of quartz grains 

The quartz grams were divided into the follo\\'ing categories on the basis of 

surface texture: dull, or »mat», grains, semi-nlat grains and brilliant grains. The dull 

grains are lusterless on all sides, and they are typical of eolian material (cf., Cailleux 

1942, 1952). The semi-mat grains represent an intermediate kind, with both dull 

and nearly bright portions. 

The va riations in the sll rface texture of the quartz grains contained in the dunes 

of North Kare/ia are sho\\'n in Table 4. 

Blown by the wind, the coarser grains of sand are propelled into rolling motion 

over the surface. i\s a result, the edges become rounded and the surface simulta

neously loses luster (Cailleux 1942, Kuenen and Perdok 1962). As it \\'as indicated 

in the foregoing, tbe dune material proved to be more rounded than the original 

material. Howe,'er, the degree oE roundness of the light minerals, which are relatively 

resistant to wear, did not appear to differ appreciably from that of the corresponding 

minerals in the source material. It is therefore understandable that the surface texture 

of quartz grains, in particular, exhibited no distinct differences. The dune material 
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TABLE 4 

Surfacc texture of quartz grains 

aren mac semi · mat brillianc 

Liperi ...... 0 . ··· · .. . .. . ... . 14~o 48 % 38 ~o 
Joensuu . .. ... .. .. . , 12 '}0 42 '}0 46 '}o 
MÖllni . . .. 11 '10 36 00 53 % 
Tohmajän-i ... . • . .. • . o . 16 % 52 ~0 32 % 

Stud y arca as whole 14% 48 % 38% 

Sourcc m aterial .... 12% 43 °~ 45 °~ 

contains on the average s1ightly more grains with a mat or semi-mat su rface than 
does the source material; but these differences are apt to be obscured by the margins 

of error implicit in the mcthod of determination_ On the other hand, brilliant grains 

are more abunda n t in the source than in the dune sand. Among the individual dunes, 

the greatest abundance of mat-surfaced grains were met with in dune 12, situated 

in the Salokylä area, where the figure arrived at was 29 per cent. A typical feature 

of this dune - just as of dune 13 in the same area - was the small amount of brilliant 

grains . Thc extent to \\-hich the dullness of the grains contained in these dunes is 

due to weathering or to earlier sedimentation processes is a question to which no 

anS\\'er can be given within the framework of the present study. This difference, too, 

must nevertheless be taken into consideration in comparing the Salokylä dunes with 

the rcs t of the dunes of Liperi (see, pp. 60 and 74). 

Eolian cover -sand 

Along tbe edges of the dunes and in the surrounding sand tracts, deposits of 

sand corresponding in grain size to the dune material occur in thicknesses of between 

30 and 50 cm (cf., p. 33). Also along the edges of glaciofluvial formations and in 

the distal portions of marginal accumulations , there occur in many places weIl sorted 

sand in deposits from one-half to one meter thick. This sand differs c1early from 

the underlying coarser material, and the boundary between them is extremely sharp. 

The coycr-sand of the surface parts is only weakly stratified, but usually there is 

no stratification whatsoever. The glaciofluvial material of the basal parts is , by 

contrast, distinctly stratified. 
Eolian cover-sand occurs in many pi aces in thc distal parts of Jaamankangas in 

the Liperi area, where it has come to light in, among other places, many r'oad cuts. 

Tbe average sorting and granular composition of three sampies taken from the Liperi 

area are as foliows: 

2.U-0.6 0.6·0.2 

1. 3 S 1. 2 0 0 39. SO 0 

0.2-0.062 

56. 4 ~ 0 

< 0.062 

2 . 9 0 0 
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These yalues run ve ry el ose to those o btained fro m the dunes of th e Liperi area 

(see Fig . 26). The g reates t difference occurs in the amo unt of fin e sand . T he cover 

sand co ntains abo ut 10 per cent more o f the fi ne g rains than the dune materi al does, 

and th e sorting o f the cove r -sa nd is even slightl y better th an tb at o f the d unes. 

O n th e o th er hand , its Sk va lu e deviates consid erabl y fr o m that of th e dune sand . 

T he skewness va lue of the co \'e r-sand indica tes that the fi ne components are more 

so rted than th e coa rser o nes. 

In the J oensuu area, eolian cover -sand is met \\·ith at the edges of U tran ha rju 

as weil as in ex tensive tracts bet\\'een Ai tto lampi and J ukajärvi. F rom typical poin ts 

in these areas, five sam pI es \\'e re taken , their ave rage so rt ing and g ranular co mpositio n 

being as fo ll o \\'s : 

2.0·0.6 0.6·0.2 11. 2-0,062 0.1162 

1 . 3 7 0. 9 Ö 28.2 "" 61.6 "" 

The composition o f th e cover -sand resembles th e ave ra ge compositio n of th e 

dunes situated in the J oensuu area, but it d eviates fro m the latter m os t \\·ith res pect 

to the fracti o ns o f medium coa rseness (cf. , Fig . 27). O n the o the r hand , th e sorting 

and the ske \yness ya lues are almos t exactl y the same as those reg istered for the dune 

material. 
The coyer -sand oyerl ying g lacioRuvial material is of eoJian o rigin, for th e degree 

o f so rtin g , g ranular co mpos ition and th e fo rm o f the g rains co rrespond to these 

properties in the dune material. 

Overl ying the ti ll mou nds sit ua ted o n th e northeastern side of H aarajärvi, 37 

- as weil as o n their Ran ks - is very fine sand, which smooths over and rounds 

thei r original shapes. F rom one such deposit of very fi ne sand, a sampIe was taken , 

yielding the foll owing g ranu lar composition and sor ti ng values: 

s o 

1 . 33 

6.0 ·2.0 2.0·0.6 

0. 6 ~o 

0.6·0.2 

24. 4 ~n 

0.2·0.062 

68. 4 0 " 

0.062 

The sampIe in g uestion is weil sorted and its skewness value is eguivalent to 

the corresp onding values of the dune material. A lso the granular co mpositio n cor

resp o nds to that of certain o f the dunes (cf. , F ig . 24) . In the li g ht of these circum 

stances, the presen t autho r has co neluded tha t the material under consideration is 

eo!ian cover -sand . I t is diffic ult to find an y other explanatio n fo r its occurrence o n 

top of till deposits. Evidentl y, in the area in g uestio n th ere was a sh ortage of the 

ki nd of fine and so rted materi al required fo r the wi nd to t ransport and pile it u p 

into dunes. 

Cover-sand is also met with in many p laces in the T ohmajärvi area. The lower 

slopes of the amphi boli te ridge situated between M uskonlampi and K ylmäkalli o 

(p . 9) a re mantled by weil sorted cover -sand. Sand has been unearthed in a n umber 

of road cuts, and in some pI aces it ex tends all the way to the cres t of the rid ge. 
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FIG. 31. Lower portions of glacioAuvial accumulations overlain by about 50 cm 
of cover-sand . Surface of sand is in pI aces partly exposed along footpaths. 

FIG. 32. Eolian sand extends as cover-sand-type of deposit down to lower 
slopes of glacioAuvial accumulation. 

The edges and low-Iying stretches of the extensive glaciofluvial formation in the 

Vatala area (Fig. 17) are in some places overlain across broad stretches by cover-sand 
to a thickness of between 30 and 100 cm. Three sampies were taken from the sites 

sho\'vn in Figs. 31 and 32, and their average granular composition and sorting were 
as fo11ows: 

1.41 

2.0-0.6 

0.2 0
0 

0.6-0.2 

13.5 00 

0.2-0.062 

76. 3 00 

< 0.062 

10 .0~ o 
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Witb respect to tbe values obtained, tbe material dosei)" resembles tbe average 
composition of tbe Vatala dunes (cf., Fig. 28), but tbe finest fractions, in particular, 

exbibit differences. In his discussion on cover-sands, Maarleveld (1960) points out 
that tbe finest fraction of the cover-sand has increased its share at tbe expense of 
tbe fine sand. It is conspicllously less weil sorted than the dune material, but the 

skewness vallles of each correspond completely (cf., p. 37). Tbe distinctly higber 

content of the finest fraction in the cover-sand sllggests, in the present author's 
vie\\', transportation by the wind over a longer distance, in addition to which it 
possesses wind-borne silt properties (cf., p. 52). 

The summits of many of the high hills of North Karelia also tend to be mantled 

with very fine sand (cf., e.g., Mielonen 1965). Without deh'ing deeper in this con

nection into the origin of the very fine sands of this "ariet)" one might look into 
the granular composition of a sampIe taken from Huosionyaara. The sampling site 

lies approximately 175 meters above sea level, and the sampling depth was about 
80 cm. 

6.0·2.0 2.0·0.6 

0. 2 ~o 1.6 0 (J 

0.6·0.2 

23. 7 0 ~ 

0.2·0.061 

53. 5 0 0 

0.062 

21. 0 0 ~ 

The granular composition of this sampIes deviates distinctly from the composition 

of the dune material because of its poor sorting, its skewness value and its high 

content of the finest component. 

STRUCTURE OF THE DUNES 

The dune material in North Karelia is weil sorted and the yariations In g ram 

size are slight. The follo\\'ing pair of sampies illustrates ho\\' the grain si ze nries 
in different strata. The sampIes were taken from dune field 44 in the Tohmajärvi 

area. The depth of the coarse layer from the surface is 2.0 m and that of the fine 
layer 2.2 m. 

grain sizc 

2.0- 0.6 mm ...•......•. . •.. . .. 

0.6- 0.2 m111 ............ .• ..... 

0.2- 0 . 062 mm . .... . . ......... . 

< 0. 0 62 mm . . .............. . 

coarsc 
laycr 

0.1 ~o 

22. 0 ~o 

75. 7 00 

2.2 ~o 

fin e laycr 

7.6 °0 
82.1 0

0 

10. 3 ~o 

The sampies could not be obtained altogether pure from the different layers, 
for material from upper portions of the dune was apt to become mixed in them. 

Thus the difference in granular composition between the different strata may be 
even greater. The difference between the layers is further emphasized by the varying 
mineral composition, as Ohlson (1957) observed in Lapland. 
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FIG. 33. Typical cross-bedding in parabolic dune of dune ficld 48. Scale indi
cated by compass, the diameter of which is approximately 5 cm. Location of 

cutting is seen in Fig. 21 at the right margin of the picture. 

FIG. 34. Windward flank in dune 10 is parallel to evcn-bedded sand strata. 

The thickness of the fine and the coarse layers varies considerably. In some 
instances, fine and coarse layers a few millimeters thick alternate. Some of them 
are as much as ten centimeters thick. In many cases, there is no difference detectable 

to the eye with respect to grain size between layers. The difference in tone between 
the layers is likely to be due to a variation in mineral composition. The finest material 

retains moisture longest, and this is the reason for its staying darker than the coarse 

material (cf., Fig. 33). The greater the difference in coarseness between layers, the 
greater is the difference in moisture content and, consequently, in tone (cE., e.g., 

Hörner 1927). 
As the material dries, the coarsest portion dries fastest. It loses its cohesion and 

tends to slide by itself and becomes more susceptible to being blown by the wind. 
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The result is tbe appearance of furrows. Retaining its moisture longest, tbe finest 

material forms cohesive layers, wh ich frequently gain a fairly durable structure. Such 

structures in certain cases last for a long time after drying out (see Fig. 34). 
On tbe basis of tbc structure oE dunes, it is possible also to discover facts about 

tbe winds that transported and sorted the sand. The laminae are in some cases parallel 

for distances of many meters (cf., Fig. 34), but in other cases they intersect each 

other at an oblique angle. This is due to variations 1n the direction and velocity 
of the winds. 

In the event that deposition of sand takes place on the windv.,ard side, gently 

sloping stratification toward the windward side occurs. A structure of this kind is 

typical of stationary dunes (cf., Högbom 1923, p. 127; Bagnold 1965). If, again, 

stratification only in the direction of the lee side occurs in the dune structure, it 

means that the deposirion of sand has taken place exclusively on the steep lee side. 

The commonest type of stratification found among transverse dunes of North 

Karelia is thin, fairly regular even bedding. The different strata run nearl y parallel 

to each other, and tbey can frequently be followed for distances of several meters 

(Fig. 35). Among shore dunes, there seems to prevail a stratification running parallel 

to the windward flank, where the dip of the strata is nearly the same as the pitch 

of the flank. A structure of this kind is to be observed in, e.g., dune 5, on the northeast 

side of Riihilampi, the dip of its strata being 10°_ 12° (Fig. 35). The structure oE 
dune 17 in the same locality is nearly the same. Its layers are thinner, however, but 

their dip, too, nearly paralleIs the windward flank (Fig. 36). 

FIG. 35. In transverse shore dune 5, the dip of the windward 
layers and the windward slope is 10- 12°. From middle of 
picture to the right, the layers bend into line with slope of lee side. 
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FI G_ 36_ Dense and low-angle cross-bedding of trans ve rse dune 17 in Liperi 
area . 

. ~-

.- '\ ,t. 

.. "~--- --'-_. 
FIG_ 37_ High-ang le strata parallel to lee slope in transverse dune 42 at Vatala_ 

Thc top layers in upper part of picture are structureless_ 

Transverse dunes also exhibit stratification running parallel to the lee side flank_ 

This does not necessaril y point to a migrating dune (cf_ , Högbom 1923, pp_ 127-
128)_ Steeply dipping layers have been generally observed from the crests of the 

dunes, for the sections have not extended deeper. On the summit of dune 7 in the 

Liperi area, for example, a cut L 5 m deep has been made; from here the layers have 
registered an average dip of 22° and near the lee side one of as much as 24°_ 27°_ 

7 ] 76 5 :' - 71 
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FIG. 38. Structure in cross section of longitudinal dune 13. No bedding was 
be detected in top layers (A). In middle portions of section, cross-bedding 
occurs, with layers dipping parallel to one or the other slope of dune (B). 

Lower portion of section has slumped (C). 

--_ ...... """'-
FIG. 39. Cross-bede!ing in parabolic dune situated in dune fiele! 44. 

These values correspond to the inclinations measured on the lee side. Similar readings 

have been obtained from the transverse dunes of the Tohmajärvi area. The dip of 

the strata in dune field 42 varies from 28° to 31° (Fig. 37), which corresponds quite 

closely to the pitch of the lee flank. 

On the basis of the observations made from the few sections cut out of the longi

tudinal dunes of North Karelia, the layers appear to slope in the direction of both 
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FIG. 40. Structure of parabolic dune of large dune fjeld 48 in 
Tohmajärvi area. 

Banks. Also Urbaniak (1962) has reported similar dips in Polish longitudinal dunes. 
The structure of dune 13 at Salokylä, in the Liperi area, is represented in Fig. 38. 
The steepest dip of the layers is approximately 20° W; but on the whole tbe slopes 

ineline between 8° and 12°, running both toward the northwest and the southeast. 

Cross-bedding has also been observed in many sections. It seems to be particularly 
characteristic of parabolic dunes. Cross-bedding occurs in the Tohmajärvi area, as in, 
among otber places, dune fields 44 and 48 . In the former instance, the obsen·ation 

was made elose to the nose of the dune (Figs. 11 and 39). In the latter case, tbe section 
was made in tbe arm of a parabolic dune (Figs. 40 and 41 ). Tbe cuts extend through 

the surficial portions of large dunes, and the structure consistently indicates the 

cbanging directions of the winds. 
In general, the dune forms are in full agreement wirh their structure. Dune 16 

in the Liperi area, however, is an exception to tbis rule. Tbe pitch of the nortlleast 
Bank of tbe dune is in places from 26° to 30° and that of the southwest Bank from 
16° to 20°. This evidence would seem to indicate that the southwest flank was the 

windward side. But the seetion showed tbe dip of the layers to be between 8° and 
10° NE. Accumulated upslope (Fig. 44, profile D - D), the dune has received an 
asymmetrie form. In certain instances, tbe wind ward Bank cuts tbe layers running 

parallel to tbe lee side. 

Another exception to tbe usual dune structure occurs in the lower portions of 
dune 4. It is a transverse dune, in which a seetion has been made in its longitudinal 
direction. To a deptb of about three meters, the strata are nearly horizontal, which 

is a typical feature of transverse dunes (e.g., McKee 1966, pp. 31-39). Beginning 
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NW SE 

FIG. 41. Bedding structure of preceding figure as schematically represented. 
In lower portion, slumped material (marked by lines). 

at a depth of about three meters, there fi rst occur thin layers, in which the material 
is distinctly finer than the dune material in general. The number of layers of fine 

material increases dowmvard; and from a depth of about four meters, the material 
begins to be grayish and distinctly finer than the yellowish brown normal dune sand 
of the surficial portion. The following pair of sampies shows the difference in g ranular 

composition. Sampie A is from a depth of about 3 m and B from about 4.5 m : 

gra in size A B 

2.0- 0. 6 mrn. . ... .. ..... . . . . . . 0.4 ~ ~ 0. 5 % 
0.6- 0. 2 rnrn. . . . . . . . . .. ... . ... 15.5 ~o 2.8 % 
0. 2- 0.0 6 rnrn . . . . .. . . .. . .. . .. . . 82.1 ~o 40 .7 % 

39. 0 % 
17. 0 % 

0.6- 0.02 mrn .. . ... ... .. . . .. . .. 2.0 % 
< 0.02 rn rn ......... .. ... ... . 

The composition of sampie A corresponds to the general composition of the 

dune sand in the area investigated (cf. , Fig . 24) whereas sampie B deviates from 
it fundamentall y. The latter sampie was not observed to contain diatoms, which do 

not occur in the dune material in general, eirher. This need not prove that it is eolian 

by origin. Hörner (1927), among other researchers, mentions that, in conjunction 
wirh formations built up of wind-blown sand, there occurs very fine material con
sidered by him to have an eolian origin. V. Okko (1957, p. 40) and Agrell and Hultman 
(1971) have described similar material, which they regard as being eolian. 

For the sake of comparison, here is a summary published by Keilhack (1920) 
of the composition of different varieties of loess: 

2.0-D. 5 mm . . . . .. . . . . . ... . . . 
0.5-0.2 m m ... . .... ... ..... . 
0.2-0.1 rnrn ... . . ... . . . ... .. . 

0.1- 0.05 mrn . .. . .. . .. . ... . . . . 
0.05-0.02 rnrn ... . .. . . . .. . . 

< 0.02 rnrn ... . ... . . ... .. . . . 

0.0-0. , % 
0. 5- 3. 0 % 
1. 0-7. 0 % 

8-40 % 
50- 65 % 
16- 36 % 
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The afore-mentioned sampie B resembles to a certain extent the average com

position of loess, but it is better to speak only of loess-like material on the basis 

of a single sampie. It is probable, though, that the fine material in question may 
be windborne silt. 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE DU~ES 

Sand accumulation 

Dunes arise wherever sand oE suitable fineness and winds capable oE efFectively 

transporting it are present. These basic conditions are fairly easy to ascertain and 

demonstrate to be right. On the other hand, the i nitial cause proper, which leads 

to the accumulation oE sand, is a harder problem to work out. Different researchers 

luve expressed difFering views on this matter. The problems relating to the formation 

of dunes have been investigated in deserts as weil as experimentally in laboratories 

and \\'ind tunnels (cf., Sokolow 1894, Free 1911, Cornish 1914, Solger 1920, Exner 

1921, Bagnold 1965). Under conditions of this kind, it is possible to observe the 

initial stages in the genesis of formations and analyze the processes. The formation 

and structure of a living dune is difficult to study because the material is dry and 

susceptible to being blown by tbe wind, besides which it is apt to slump upon being 

dug. For tbese reasons, making a section in a recent dune field is laborious. In fossil 

dunes bound by vegetation, studying the internal structure is easier, for their moist 

material remains longer in place. On the basis of the structure of fossil dunes, it is 

thus also possible to dra\\- conclusions regarding their formation and mode oE origin. 

There must be some primal cause underlying the accumulation of sand and thereby 

the formation of dunes. It is quite commonly understood that dunes form in con

nection with some o bstruction (Free 1911, Bagnold 1965). Many investigators take 

the view, however, that dunes can develop without any direct contact with obstacles 

(e .g ., Solger 1920, Exner 1921). In addition, tbere are modifications and combinations 

of these points of vie\\". 

Tbe obstacle causing sand accumulation may be some clearly observable thing, 

such as a rock or a rise in the ground. Vegetation may be regarded as forming a 

similar obstacle. Tbe upper portions of plants continue to grow upward while their 

lower portions are buried in sand (cf., e.g., Fontell 1926, pp. 172-174). Inasmuch 

as many investigators (e.g., Bagnold 1965), have observed dunes to form because 

of visible obstacles, such a mode oE sand accumulation must be considered as having 

been proved true. 

In many instances, the formation of well-developed dunes would not appear to 

be dependent on obstacles; but even their occurrence, too, may be explained on 

tbe basis of the existence of obstacles (e.g ., Free 1911). Tbe original obstacle might 

have been, for example, some little clump of vegetation that disappeared later. It 
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might at first have been covered with sand, which formed a small mound; then, emder 
favorable circumstances, it might have grown into a large dune. 

Although the theory involving obstacles in sand accumulation has been faidy 
generally accepted, it has also been criticized and attempts have been made to find 

other causes, too, for the formation of dunes (cf., e.g., Högbom 1923, Hörner 1927). 
One explanation is based on the wave motion produced by the wind (e.g., Cornish 
1914). Also Potter and Pettijohn (1963) connect sand-waves with the development 
of dunes. Attention has been drawn to the circumstance that in many fields of eolian 

sand, dunes occur in the same kind of sequence as waves on the surface of bodies 
of water. Traveling over even a slightly uneven tract of sand, the wind is forced 

into wavy motion. In places where air currents move close to the ground, the velocity 
and the transport capability of the wind increase. In such pI aces, the wind carries 
sand forward, and it begins to accumulate in spots where the force of the wind is 
slight. At first, there form shield-shaped sand drifts (Mattila 1938). Later, they evolve 

into other dune forms. 
r\ccording to certain researchers, wave systems of quite different magnitudes are 

apt to occur simultaneously (e.g., Solger 1920). On the surfaces of living dunes, 

ripples are quüe commonly observed, just as on the surface of waves in water, too. 

Ripples have also been produced in wind tunnels (e.g., Bagnold 1965), and they 
are apt to appear even on fossil dunes insofar as sand for any reason becomes exposed 
to the action of the wind. 

Ripple marks are likely to vary considerably in form. Depending on the grain 

size of the material and the velocity of the wind, ripple marks also vary in length 
and height. Some researchers, e.g., Exner (1921), who reject the idea of comparing 
dunes and waves wirh each other nevertheless regard ripple marks in sand as rudi

mentary dune forms, as embryonie dunes. Observations have been reported from 

deserts of faidy sizable ripple marks wüh a wave length of as much as 20 meters 

and a height of over 60 cm (Bagnold 1965, p. 155). Vanoni and Kennedy (1961, 
Table 3; as cited by Potter and Pettijohn, 1963) have proposed that in the 
event of the occurrence of waves of two different sizes, the larger should be called 
dunes and the smaller ripple marks. 

The angle of rest of plastic matter, like water, is 0°, but that of sand about 30°. 

Thus it is rather bold to speak of waves as applied to non-plastic matter like sand. 

Ripple marks may be produced in sand as a consequence of wave movement, but 
dunes are in altogether a different order of magnitude and can therefore be regarded 
as sand-\'vaves only in a figurative sense (see, e.g., Högbom 1923, Hörner 1927). 

\Vhatever the primal cause of sand accumulation might be, the deposition of 
sand continues once it has started. The result is the creation of dunes of varying 

shapes. Quite a typical feature of dunes is a slip-face. The wind transports grains 
of sand either by saltation or over the surface of the ground; but after the crest 
has been passed, the force of the wind weakens and the grains are deposited on the 

lee side. The pitch of the slip-face 1S such, in the ideal case, that the sand grains just 
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ba rely stay put_ Depending on the grain size of the material, the angle of the slope 
ya ri es bet\yeen 30° and 34° (e .g ., Bagnold 1965, McKee 1966). 

Dune forms and, in particular, the inclination of the slip-face have been studied 
in livi ng dune areas , wbere these properties occur nearest to perfection. Even fossil 
dunes retain their cbaracteristic features quite weil. Despite possible erosion and the 

smootbing effect of vegetation, the windward and the lee sides of the transverse 

du nes in North Karelia are generally distinguishable on the basis of differences in 

slope. The lee side does not, however, occur as a slip-face proper; it has become 
gentl er of slope to some degree. Tbe steepest inclinations of the lee side vary between 
26° and 3T. The steepest lee slopes have been measured on the highest dunes, w hereas 

on low ones the slopes are considerably gentler. It appears to be nearly the rule 
fo r the angle of the slope on the lee side to diminish with decreasing height of the 
dune. 

The height of the dunes in North Karelia varies a good deal from locality to 
locality. In many places, relatively gentl y sloping lee sides in the low portions of 

dunes show that they are poorly developed. As Hörner (1927, pp. 150- 151) sees it, 
dunes could hardl y gro\\- beyond certain limits through the action of winds prevailing 
at any given time, although sand might be in available supply and the time of grow th 
of the dunes might be limitless. The highest dunes of orth Karelia are between 

10 and 12 meters high. It is difficult to estimate whether this is the greatest possible 
height they could have achieved in the area under unchang ing conditions of formation. 

O n recent coasts, rhere occur mi grating dunes apt to be several tens of meters high 

(e.g., Mattila 1938). Th e largest dunes in deserts reach heigbts of from 100 to 200 
meters (Bagnold 1965). 

On the basis of different dune forms, conclusions might also be dra\\-n regarding 

tbe evolutionary stage of the colian process. Transverse dunes are commonly con
sidered to be poorly developed, and they are therefore taken as evidence of the 
initial stage of the eolian process. According to Bagnold (1965), transverse dunes 

are not enduring forms - not, at least, under desert conditions - for they end up 
as blo\\-outs, which in turn develop into independent barkhans. In deserts, Bagnold 

contends, only barkhans and longitudinal dunes last. 

The development of inland dune forms is schematically represented in Fig. 42_ 
The scheme is based on papers by Kidir (1938, pp_ 169- 171), Landsberg (1956; 
p. 177) and Galon (1959, p. 98). Dunes frequently originate as transverse dunes (A), 
but as the eolian process advances, their form changes (B). An intermediary form 
in the evolution of dunes must be considered to be the parabolic dune (C), the final 
form being the longitudinal dune (D)_ The transverse dunes of or th Karelia thus 

represent, like many shore dunes (e .g ., 4, 5, 9 and 11), the initial stage in the evo

lutionary process. The dunes of the Liperi area have generally remained at this stage. 

The parabolic dunes , particularly the almost V -shaped ones, represent a fairly far
advanced form. They are to be met with mostly in the Tohmajärvi area . 
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FrG. 43. DC\'elopment of different dune forms in North harelia, schematically 
represented . Wind direction is from left to right. Highest point of ridge markeJ 

in black (a and b). More deta ilecl explanation in text p. 57. 

A lthough the longitudinal dunes may represent the terminal evolutionary stage, 

this need not, in the author's opinion, signify that all the longitudinal dunes of 

North Karelia had undergone the afore -mentioned developmental proce s. Longi

tudinal dunes are also apt to be built up as original forms, just like transverse dunes , 

as Enquist (1932, p. 20) has noted. Otherwise, it ,\'ould be hard to explain their 

occurrence in conjunction with the transverse shore dunes of Liperi (e .g .. dunes 

6 and 9). 

On the basis of measurements and observations relating to the form and location 

of dunes, the authar has drawn up a diagram, reproduced in Fig. 43, which illustrates 

the special features of the dunes of North Karelia. During the initial stage, a transverse 

dune forms out of a chain of sand mounds (a). An example of this stage is the zone 

between dunes 4 and 5. At the next stage, the dune g ro\\'s larger and its ground 

plan becomes serpentine (b). The highest points of the dune are at the bends (e.g ., 
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dune 9). In places, there are distinct differences between the flanks of the dune with 

respect to the angle of slope. Sometimes they appear to consist of barkhanoid parts 

(c), with the result that the steep slope is on the concave side; but in other instances, 

it may be on the convex side of the dune (d). An example of the forme r is a dune 

situated in dune field 48, dune 46 being an example of the latter. 

As the dune form continues to develop, the accumulation of sand turns into 

a parabolic dune in the manner represented in Fig. 42 (C). But the para bola need 

not be regular in shape. In North Karelia, the final product in many instances is a 

highly irregular parabolic dune, one branch being conspicuously shorter than the 

other (e) (e.g ., dune 29, Fig. 6). In certain cases, again, one of the arms of the para bola 

is apt to be replaced by several small extensions (f) (e.g., dune 44, Fig. 11 ). 

In the dune areas of North Karelia, the question is also apt to come to the fore 

of the possible migration of dunes, even though alt the dunes are nowadays dead 

and bound to the ground by vegetation. In the map (Appendix I) depicting the 

distribution of dunes, it is seen that they occur commonly in the vicinity of sorted 

glacioAuvial material. Many of the dunes of the Liperi, Mönni and Joensull areas 

run parallel to ancient and, in quite a few instances, also present-day shores , and 

they hould, in fact, be regarded as shore dunes by origin. The main part of the 

dunes of the areas mentioned may, thus, be regarded as fairly stagnant. In the Toh

majärvi area, however, there are certain dunes that are situated at quite a long distance 

from the original sources of their material (e.g., dunes 41 and 42), and they deviate 

in form, too, from the rest of the dunes in the area. These and certain other dunes 

of the Tohmajärvi area may be presumed to have migrated for some distance - at 

most, however, only a few kilometers. 

Location of the dunes in the terrain and the w inds e ffecting their form ation 

Among the most important preconditions of an eolian process are suitable materia 

and wind. The best conditions are met with in deserts and on shores, where there 

is an abundance of fine sorted material and \\'inds bio\\' forcefully. Favorable con

ditions for eolian activity sometimes occur also inland, in which case the material 

is mainly of glaciofluvial origin. Littoral and Auvial processes may baye further 

sorted fine and previously sorted material and transported it across extensive tracts. 

For these reasons, Högbom (1923) and Rickert and Tedrow (1967, pp. 250- 252) 
consider it justified to speak of river, shore and inland dunes. 

In studying tbe location of dunes in Finnish terrain, tbeir relation to tbe source 

material must be establisbed. It is on this basis that one can also ascertain the general 

direction of transport. Furtbermore, ",hen the absolute level at which dunes formed 

is known, it is also possible to determine tbeir relative age: since the Ice Age, land 
uplift has taken place in the study region and caused dis placements of the marine 

and lacustrine shore levels. The relation of the dupes to the underlying ground may 

8 170;' ;, - 7 1 
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FIG. 44. Profiles from Liperi dune field (Fig. 3). 1 = sand, 2 = till, 3 = glaciofluvial gravel, 
4 = dune and 5 = peat. 

cast light on tbeir mode of formation and age. When, in addition, the form and 

structure of the dunes are taken into account, it may be possible to determine the 

wind conditions during the formation of the dunes. 
There is an abundance of sorted material in the study area. In most instances, 

it is easy to determine wbere the dune material originated. The material composing 
the dunes of Liperi can be traced to Jaamankangas. The northernmost dunes of the 

Liperi area (9,10, 14, 15 and 16) are situated at the distal margins of Jaamankangas 
and to some extent even on its distal Ranks. The source material of these dunes 

has undergone several sorting stages, partly during the initial stage of deposition, 
partly during subsequent littoral stages. 

In the main, tbe dunes of the Liperi area are located about 95 m above sea level 

(cf., Fig. 3; also Frosterus and Wilkman 1915). Only a few are situated distinctly 

on a higher level, examples being dunes 12 and 13 (Fig. 3), which lie on elevations 
between 115 and 120 m. The dunes often tend to run in a particular direction. At 
the time the water level in Liperi was at 90 m to 95 m, the dunes lay in the shore 
zone and they ran mostly parallel to the shore line (see Figs. 3, 44 and 45). 

Of the dunes of Liperi, the majority formed directly on a sand field. This is 
only natural, for sand fields cover extensive tracts there. The following nine dunes 
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in Fig. 44. 

-were deposited on top of a sand neld: 3,5,9, 11, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18. In two instances, 

the base of the dune consists partly of coarser g laciofluvial material (9 and 15), and 
i n one instance, partly of till (16). Dunes 1 and 10 were deposited wholly on top 

of glaciofluvial material. The rest of the dunes in the area formed on top 
of a moraine. These dunes are 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 12 and 13. The relation of the dunes 
to their surroundings and base is sho\vn by profiles A-F in Figs. 44 and 45. 

On the basis of the location of the Liperi dunes and the form of the ridges as 
weil as of previously reported structural data, conclusions have been drawn regarding 

the ,,,ind directions. Eighteen dunes of the locality were formed through the action 
of different winds as folIows: 

NW winds . . . . ...... . ........ . 5 dune fields 2, 9, 11, 14 and 15 
SW-WSW winds ............. . 4 » » 3, 4, 5 and 6 
NE winds .. ......... ..... ... . . 3 » » 16, 17 and 18 
SE- ESE winds _ . _ . ____ .... ... . 2 » » 8 and 10 
E winds. __ _ . _ ...... . .... . . .. . . 1 dune field 7 
S winds ..... _ .. _ ............. . 1 » » 1 
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The winds that produeed dune fields 12 and 13, whieh are loeated higher than 
the rest, are somcwhat diffieult to interpret. Their windward and lee flanks eannot 

be determined on the basis of the an gl es of slope of the sides. Thc dunes formed 
either in si!1I or in proeess of migration. The latter alternative is improbable, however, 
for dune material should beeome the finer, the farther it travels (see Finkel 1959, 
pp. 620- 625) and the material of these dunes is nearly tbe coarsest of any existing 

in the entire study area. Inasmueh as the cross seetion of dune 13 is nearly sym
metrieal, it probably represents a longitudinal dune aeeording to MeKee's and 
Tibbits's (1964) dassifieation. The wind direetion must therefore have been from 

the northeast, a eondusion supported also by the orientation of eertain dunes ln 

neid 12. 

With the exception of three scattered oeeurrenees (19, 21 and 25), the dunes of 
the J oensuu area are loeated at the margins of glaeioflu\'ial formations. The elevation 
of the dunes, 92- 95 m above sea level, corresponds to that of the Liperi deposits. 

The isolated dunes mentioned have been deposited on top or on the flank of amoraine. 
The rest of the dunes in the Joensuu area have been deposi ted on a sand fjeld. About 

one-half of them are partly situated, in addition, on glaeiofluvial material: 20, 23, 

24, 26 and 30. The relation of the dunes of the Joensuu area to the surrounding 
terrain and to the underlying ground is depieted by profiles G - K (Fig. 45). 

The wind eonditions responsible for the formation of the dunes were determined 

on the basis of their form, loeation and strueture. Ten dune fields evolved through 
the action of the following winds: 

W winds .. . four dune fields 

NE winds .......... . ..... .... . three» » 
SW winds ... ..... ..... . ...... . (\VQ » ») 
NW w inds ................... . o ne dune field 

19,21,22 and 24 
27, 28 and 29 
20 and 23 
26 

With respeet to dunes 25 and 30, determining the wind direetion proved so diffieult 
that they were left out of aeeount in this connection al together. 

The loeation of the dunes of the Mönni area gives dear indieations of the souree 

of the dune material. The material of the westernmost dunes of the area, 31 and 32, 

derive from the distal sands of the easternmost portions of J aamankan gas. In the 
main, however, tbe dunes of Mönni are situated on tbe distal side of tbe sizable 

sandur-delta of Eno. The Mönni dunes are generally situated on a level slightly 
above 90 111 (see Fig. 9). The small parabolie dunes of dune field 34, however, lie 
on an elevation of about 105 m. 

J udging by the loeation of the dunes, all were deposired on a sand field, wirh 
rhe exeeption of the small parabolie dunes, whieh are to some extent underlain by 

til!. In most of the area, the prevailing winds had been westerly, varying in direetion 
between southwesterly and northwesterly. The parabolie dunes of dune neid 34, 
however, formed as a result of northeasterly winds. 
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The determination of tbe location of tbe Tobmajärvi dunes was greatly bampered 

by the outdated and deficient map materiaL Thus the maps proved of scarcely any 

use in ascertaining the elevations at which the dunes were located. On the basis 
of leve11ings and barometrie readings done in the area, the dunes may be estimated 
to be generally situated at or slightly above the lOO-meter leveL On tbe north side 
·of Vatala, however, there lies a dune field, 41, wbich lies distinctly bigher than th e 
rest. There eolian sand has been deposited dose to the 120-meter level. 

The material of tbe Tohmajärvi dunes has two unmistakable sourees: Salpaus

selkä Hand the sequence of eskers between Murtoi and Vatala (Figs. 11 and 17) . 

Tbe distance of tbe Rouanaho dunes 38- 58 from tbe distal edge of Salpausselkä 

varies between 3 and 5 km. Tbe Vatala dunes are situated rigbt along tbe edges 

of the esker sequence referred to. Farthest from the distinct and large primary glacio
fluvial accumulations are dune fields 41, 42, 51 and, perbaps, 38 and 39, too 

( Appendix I). 

The Tobmajärvi dunes have been deposited on tbe wbole on the extensive sand 

fields met with on the distal side of Salpausselkä H. Some of the dunes also lie partly 
on top of ti11: 39, 41 , 42, 48, 50, 51 and 54. Certain of the Vatala dunes extend in 

part on the lower flanks of the esker, as in the case of 55 and 56 (Fig. 17). 

For the determination of wind conditions, fewer cuts shedding ligbt on the 
structure of the dunes have been available in the Tohmajärvi area than in other 

parts of the study area. The condusions concerning the winds that formed the dunes 
were reached largely on the basis of their form and location. With respect to the 
different dune fields, the "\\-inds are distributed as folIows: 

NW winds 11 dune fields 

NW winds 5 » » 
N winds . ... . . . . .. . _ . . . . 2 » » 
W winds .... _ . . ........ . dune field 
SW winds ..... .... . _ .. . . » » 
SE winds ..... . . ... _ .. . . » » 

38, 39, 43, 44, 45, 46, 48, 
52, 55, 56 and 57 

41, 42, 50, 51 and 58 
40 and 54 
53 
47 
49 

In the entire study area, it was possible to study the relation of the dunes to 
tbe underlying ground only in dune fields 4, 21, 25, 34 and 56. In the first three 
instances, the base of the dunes was till, in the next instance a sand field and in the 

fifth glaciofiuvial sand and graveL In not one instance was any trace of vegetation 
found on the contact surface of the eolian sand and the primary base_ No signs of 

weathering or humus could be detected on the surface of the ground, either (Fig. 46). 
In Fig. 47, the dune material and the underlying ground is depicted schematically. 

At the base is till (C). The sand overlying it refiects the stage at which the region 
was inundated after deglaciation. On top of this shore deposit, there began to accumu

late typical eolian sand, which soon began to exhibit the cross-bedding characteristic 
of dune material. The circumstance that the granulometric composition of the dune 
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FIG. 46. Cutting dug through dune into underlying 
deposits (dune 25). 
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FIG. 47. The same eutting as in Fig. 46. Surface portion is dune 
material, in which no structural features can be observed (points). 
A = distinctly bedded structure in dune material; B = nearly 
horizontal layer of slightly coarser-grained shore deposit; C = 

fine sand grading into till without elear boundary. 
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material and the shore deposit is alike indieates that the dune was deposited on a 

sand field, just as were the great majority of the dunes found in the study area. The 
stratifieation of the shore deposits at the base of the dune is generally almost horizontal, 
whereas the dune is eharaeterized by dipping strata (Fig. 46) or eross-bedding. 

It has been pointed out in the foregoing that the wind direetion eausing dune 
development has varied eonsiderably in the study region. In the vieinity of Tohma
järvi, the winds have blown mainly from between the northeast and the northwest. 

This, in the author's view, c1early shows that during their development the proximity 

of the iee sheet had a signifieant effeet on loeal c1imatie and wind eonditions. Several 

researehers, e.g., Högbom (1923, pp. 140-170), Hörner (1927, pp. 170-173), 
Lundqvist (1943, p. 142), Poser (1948,1950), Sundborg (1955), Hjulström, Sundborg 
and Falk (1955), Tolonen (1967, pp. 354, 364), Aartolahti (1967, pp. 116- 119, and 
1968, pp. 88- 89) and Seppälä (1971, pp. 62-63 and 75) have expressed similar 
views. By eontrast, the winds eausing dune development in other loealities ble,,
from between the southwest and the northwest. The last-mentioned eonditions 

c10sely resemble the present-day wind eonditions in the study region. 

The development of dunes in the foreland of Salpausselkä II 

The maximal time sinee the formation of the dunes is fixed by the deglaeiation 
of the study area and the displaeement of the shore. Tbe dunes formed during that 

relatively short time after deglaeiation before the land started to sprout vegetation. 

Effor ts have been made to fix the time of the deglaeiation as aeeu.rately as possible. 
If Sauramo's (1918) varve ehronology is eompared with that arrived at in S,,-eden, 

as has been done, among others, by Hyyppä (1963, p. 47), Donner (1964) and 
Nilsson (1968), the age of Salpausselkä I may be estimated at approximately 8900-
8700 B.C From there the iee margin retreated to Salpausselkä II in 200 to 300 years. 
Thus the age of Salpausselkä II would be around 8400- 8200 B.C (see also I ie
melä 1971). 

A clear-eut delay in deglaeiation is further evideneed by the marginal formation 

of Jaamankangas (Frosterus and Wilkman 1915. Okko and Peltola 1958, Repo 1960). 
In plaees, it may be eompared in form and strueture as weil as in size and loeation 

to the Salpausselkä formations. Repo (1957 and 1960,) however, regards Jaaman
kangas as eontemporaneous with the Salpausselkä II substage. It is quite probable 

that the glaeier margin remained at J aamankangas for between 100 and 200 years, 
as it did in the Salpausselkä II belt. If the time eonsumed in the reeession of the 

iee sheet from Salpausselkä II and in the advanee of the iee to Jaamankangas is 
eonsidered, the eonclusion seems justified that the glaeier margin still stood in the 
vieinity of Jaamankangas around 7 900-8 000 B.C The proximity of the iee sheet 

had a signifieant effeet on the climate and, espeeially, the wind eonditions in the 
adjaeent regions, as it was pointed out in the foregoing. 
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After deglaeiation, the region of North Karelia was inundated by the Baltie lee 
Lake. After its damming-up du ring the Salpausselkä I substage (Donner 1969), this 

glaeial lake was strongly regressive; henee, its development is divided into two 
(Hyyppä 1966) or three »B stages» (Donner 1969). The ages obtained by different 
researehers for the different B stages vary eonsiderably, as do the levels arrived at 
for the eorresponding shores. This is due, in the author's view, to the methods 

applied. For example: it is not reliable to draw paralleis with eertainty between the 

aneient shores of different areas far apart on morphologieal evidenee alone. Similarly, 

dating by the pollen method ean reaeh back only to the time when the region inves
tigated had beeome eovered with vegetation or when the ground there had begun 
to turn boggy. 

During its highest stages, the Baltie lee Lake extended into most of the areas 

in whieh the dune fields investigated formed. The uppermost shore of the lake, B I, 
aeeording to Hyyppä's (1966, Fig. 13) estimate, is between 110 m and 115 m above 

present sea level in the Tohmajärvi area and from 130 m to 140 m above sea level 
in the Liperi and J oensuu areas. Beeause the dune fields lie below these elevations, 

the uppermost shore lines of the B stage have not very great signifieanee from the 

standpoint of the present study. 
As the study region is situated mainly in the zone of Salpausselkä II, the dis charge 

of the Baltie lee Lake was an extremely important event from the standpoint of the 

genesis of the dunes. In eonjunetion with this dis charge, extensive areas of land 
emerged out of the water. The discharge of the Baltie lee Lake took plaee near 

Mount Billingen in eentral Sweden. As a result, the water level sank between 25 
and 30 meters. In Finland, this event has been observed as a eorresponding differenee 

in esker plateaus (e.g., V.Okko 1957, pp. 12- 13, 24- 25, Sauramo 1958, pp. 83 
and 114, Virkkala 1961, pp. 229-230 and pp. 239-240, 1963, pp. 44-45, 1969, 
pp. 23 and 57, M. Okko 1965, pp. 19-21, Aartolahti 1968, pp. 71-74, Saarnisto 
1970, pp. 25- 26). The sinking of the water level ean be deteeted to a slight extent 

on the proximal side of Salpausselkä II. The glaeier margin had been elose to the 

proximal part of Salpausselkä II in North Karelia, to~, during the time of the discharge 
of the Baltie lee Lake. In the light of varve-ehronologieal studies, the time of the 

discharge is 8300- 8200 B.C. (Nilsson 1960, 1964, 1968; Hyyppä 1963, 1966): The 
figure 8213 B.C. is generally used. Espeeially along the margin of glaeiofluvial and 

large marginal formations, broad sand fields beeame then exposed, and this material 
was further sorted to some extent by littoral forces. 

In view of the general direetion of the reeession of the iee sheet from southeast 
to northwest and owing to land uplift (see Kääriäinen 1963), it was the most south
easterly and highest areas in the region eovered by the present study that were lifted 
up above the water level first. The Tohmajärvi area is situated in the foreland of 

Salpausselkä II (Appendix I) and its dunes are probably the oldest in the study region. 

When the Tohmajärvi sand fields on the distal side of Salpausselkä II emerged, the 
glaeier margin lay probably elose to the proximal parts of Salpausselkä II. The sand 
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fields recently exposed from underneath water thus afforded exceedingly favorable 

ta rge ts for the wind blowing down the glacier. 

On conspicuously higb er g round than tb e rest lies the Vatala dune field 41 in 

tbe Tohmajä rvi area (comp., p. 61 and Fig. 17) . A ccording ly, this field may be con

sidered the oldest site of dune development in the wh oIe study region. The Vatala 

terrain probably emerged as early as the reg ression of the Baltic lee Lake before 

i ts final discharge (see Hyyppä 1966, Fig. 13). The location of tbe Vatala dune field 

41 is exceptional , compared ro the otber fields, for it lies at quite a distance away 

f rom glaciofluvial formations. If tb c point of departure be the assumption tbat the 

,\'ater le,-el \\-as sti ll at the height of the B stage at the time the Vatala dunes o rig inated , 

g reat tracts of glaciofluvial material sti ll had to be submcrged . Tbis raises the question 

as to the sou rce of suppl y of sand for these dunes. Two alternative answers to this 

question suggest themselves first: 1- the material derived from ground free of 

yegetation in the v icinity of the dunes; 2- the material originated directly from 

the margi nal ice. The latter alternative does not seem likely, for tbe material composing 

t be Vatala dunes corresponds to that of the res t of th e dunes in the Tohmajärvi area. 

In tbe event that th e material had traveled all the way from the ice sheet, it should 

have proved finer, o n account of the long transportation distance, than it did. The 

dunes of dune field 41 at Va tala were built up through the action of northwe~terly 

winds, \\-hich poin ts to periglacial conditions and the proximity of the glacier. The 

components of th e dunes would appear to have d erived from material sorted by 

glacial melt\n ters. The melt\",aters produced a dis ta l deposit, which accumulated 

on the lee side of a long rock outcrop. 

The interdune areas of dune field 41 at Vatala are now covered with peat (cf., 
e .g., Berghell 1916) . Some excep tionally g reat change in c1imatic or otber external 

con di tions must have taken place in order fo r the spaces between individual dunes 

ro begin paludifying. The sand accumulation ta king pI ace as a result of wind action 

reveals, at least to some degree, dry c1imatic conditions. The paludification, again, 

is due to a general change of c1imate that brought with it h igher h umidity, as in 

tbis case seems to have happened. As such opposing phen omena as the formation 

of dunes and the paludification of tbe dune field are involved , tbe events must surely 

be separated by a considerable time span. The probability is that the g radual change 

r a humi d c1imate and th e increase in the density of plant Iife caused th e formation 

of dunes to cease. 

T,yo series of samples \yere taken from the peat beds situated between the dunes 

in dune field 41 at Va tala in order to shed lig ht on the evolution and time of genesis 

of the dunes. One seri es was taken from the n orthwest side of the largest dune and 

the other farther away, from an area between smaller dunes (Fig. 17). The pollen 

diagram, 1, drawn from the former series is presented in Fig. 48 , and that drawn 

from the latter series in Fig. 49. Diagram 1 (Fig. 48) reveal s that the process of 

paludification started at the end of the pre-Boreal period, in the forest-historical 

zon e IV. J udging by the arboreal pollens, the bi reh was then the principal species 
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FIG. 48. Pollen diagram 1, from northwest part of dune field 41. 

of tree. Before tbe growth of forests in tbe locality, tbere was astage, however, 

at which vegetation bad been sparse. It was a favorable time for the eolian action . 
Later on, toward tbe end of tbe period, forests spread over '\vider tracts and paludi

fication got under\\'ay. Vegetation gained the upper hand over tbe eolian processes , 
and this spel led tbe end of eolian accumulation. 

On dune field 41, the process of paludification advanced gradually from tb c 

margins of the field. This is clearly shown by tbe pollen diagram constructed from 
the peat profile taken from the middle of tbe field, 2 (Fig. 49). The middle portions 
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FIG. 49. Pollen diagram 2, from middJe of dune fjeld 41. 

oE tbe dune field began to turn boggy, according to tbe diagram, at tbe turn of zo nes 

V and VI, or sligbtly beEore tbe beginning oE tbe Atlantic period. 
Tbe rest oE tbe dunes oE tbe Tobmajärvi area are situated on nearlr the same 

level, 100- 105 meters above sea level. From tbese dune fields , a number oE series 

oE sampIes bave been taken Erom peat beds toward determining the time oE Eormation 
oE tbe dunes . A sampIe series ,vas taken from tbe west side oE a large parabolic dune 
situated in dune field 44 (cf., Figs. 11 and 13). The sampIe series was taken at a dis

tance of two to three meters from tbe flank of the dune to verify that tbe dune 
material continues at tbe si te underneath tbe peat. Tbe dune bad thus Eormed before 

the peat appeared along its edges. The pollen diagram for the sampIe series , 3, is 
presented in Fig. 50. Correspondingly, a sampIe series was taken from dune field 
56 (Appendix I, Fig. 17) about seven meters from tbe flank of tbe largest parabolic 
dune (see, p. 30) . Its pollen diagram, 4, is given in Fig. 51. In this series, too, tbe 

material at the base was identified as wind-blown sand, signiEying tbat tbe dune is 
older tban tbe peat situated along its edges. On dune field 41, tbere is an old cut 

across tbe dune, and it shows tbe contact between the dune material and the peat 
to be uneven: a tongue of sand projecting from the ridge overlies tbe peat in some 

places (Fig . 52). In tbe lower parts of the peat profiles, tbe phenomenon appears 
most distinctly in diag ram 3, wbere tbe transitional zone from pure dune sand to 

pure peat is nearly 25 cm tbick. In diagram 4, it is over 10 cm thick. For tbe purpose 
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of C' I age determination, a sampie was taken from the series oE dune neId 56 at 

a point where the peat is uncontaminated (Fig. 51 ), inorganic mineral matter having 

a tendency to cause discrepancies hard to explain in CH ages (see, among others, 

HyYärinen 1966 a, diagrams 11, 15 and 16). 

On the basis oE both diagrams (Figs. 50 and 51 ), it could be ascertained tha t 

paludification along the margins oE th e Tohmajärvi dunes got underway during the 

pre-Boreal stage. The Cu dating made from the peat of the latter series (Fig . 51 ) 

yielded an age of 7 250 ± 100 B.C. This is likewise the age of tbe pre-Boreal Betuf" 

maximum in Finland (cf., Salmi 1962, p. 198; Hyyppä, Hoffren and I sola 1962 SU-8 

a nd SU-13; Donner 1964, 1965; Tynni 1966, pp. 58 and 69, Fig. 45; Virkkala 1966, 

p. 238; Tolonen 1967, pp. 264- 365). 
In v iew oE tbe fact that an age of approximately 7 250 B.C. was obtained for 

the peat and that the dune material begins to appear 20 cm deeper down (Fig. 51 ), 

---- --- -------
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FIG. 51. Pollen diagram 4, from dune fielei 56. 

it may be eoncluded that the formation of the dunes eeased in the TohmajärYi area 

at the latest around 7 500 B.C. Considering, on the other hand, the eireumstanee 
that the dunes eould have formed only subsequent to the diseharge of the Baltie 

lee Lake (8200 B.C.), one obtains fot the theoretiealleng th of time of the formation 
of the dunes approximate ly 700 yeats. This theoretieal time was aetuall y still shorter, 
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for the dunes cou ld n ot possibl y have beg un to for m immediately after the di scha rge 
of the waters. T he lowering of tbe g round -water table of the land just exp osed an d 

the dryi ng of the fine sand in the surficial por tions of the g round req uired a certain 

length of time, too. The forest vegetation that g radually spread over the region 
during tbe latter half of the formational s tage of the dunes , wh ich is revealed by 
tbe dimi ni sb ing of the NAP , caused a shortening of the period of formation. As 
evidence of the earl y occurrence of herbaceous plants, there is the abundance of 
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~A P in lower part of the diagram 4 (Fig. 51 ). If both these factars working to 

shorten the formational time of the dunes are taken into account, its very probable 

length turns o ut to be roughly 500 years. Tbe period of formati o n of the dunes 

,\'ould tbus appear to luve been at its optimum between 8 100 and 7 600 B.C. At the 

end of this stage, the forests and vegetation in general were growi ng so v igorously 

as to preyent the formation of new dunes. The vegetati on first spread across the 

areas from which the dune material originated. When the supply of material was 

cut off, dunes were n o lo nger able to arise. The vege tation was not at first able to 

strike root in the dune fields themselves, ho\\-ever, or to bind the dunes finally, as 

will be shm\-n later on. 
For the inves tigati on of the development of tbe Tohmajärvi dunes, series of 

sampIes were also taken from tbe middle portions of dune fields 44 and 56. The series 

taken from dune field 44 (pollen diag ram 5, Fig. 53) is from a hollo",- between dunes 

(camp., p. 23 and Fig. 13). At the bottom of the peat deposit is dune sand, which 

changes within a di stance of less than 10 cm into Carex peat. The pollen composition 

of this series as well as of diagram 3 indicates that forests had gro\\'n in the vicinity 

of the dune field at the time of the zone boundary V /VI. Possibly, bowever, during 

the dry Boreal stage, the dunes had still been bare. The damp, though warm, Atlantic 

stage nevertheless signilied the end of transport of sands even in the middle parts 

of the dune lield. 

Diag ram 6 (Fig. 54) depicts the pollen composition of the series taken from the 

boggy interdune area in dune field 56 . At the bottom of the series, dune sand is 

mct with, but it changes fa irly sharply into peat. Paludification began slightly after 

tbe general spread of tbc spruce in zone VII. The beginning of the continuous pol

len curye representing the spruce was da ted by the 0 4 method (Fig. 51 ) and the 

figure arriyed at was 3 320 = 100 B.C. (cE., T olonen 1967, pp. 359-360). A lso Auer 

(1928), J\ario (1965) and l\ artolahti (1966) have discussed the general spread of the 

spruce. During the Atlantic stage, tbe climate was relatively humid , judging b y the 

fact tbat in the large dune fields even the interdune areas started to turn boggy. 

The dampness of the climate is fu rther reflected b y the powerful swelling of the 

Sp!Jagl7l1tll curve - this feature is also to b e noted in diagram 4. Thereafter, the 

amounr of Sphagmllll decreases sharply in both diagrams. 

The binding down by v egetation of the dunes and their »death» did not occur 

all of a sudden in the T ohmajärvi area, as Fig . 52 indicates . At times, paludification 

advanced along the edge of some dune, but later on sand was again blown on top 

of the peat. These alternating and, with respect to genetic conditions, contrary 

happenings were due, as the author conceives it, to the alternation of humid and 

dry periods . 

The struggle between the peat and the eolian sand is also illustrated by another 

sampIes series taken from dune field 56 (Figs. 55 and 56). It was taken about one 

meter from the contact between the peat and the dune in the direction of the bog 

(Fig . 55). Underneath a peat layer, measuring about half a meter in thickness, there 
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F[c . 55. Strip of sand covers peat in dune field 56, 
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is a strip of dune sand nearl y 50 cm long, which is also underlain by peat. The pollen 

composition of the sampie series and, in particular, the presence of rare deciduous 

species of trees provide evidence that the peat underlying the sand dates from a 

warm A tlantic period . Seppälä (1971) likewise observed signs of deflation and rede

position in dune fields, his investigations having been carried out in Finnish Lapland. 

The processes of deflation diminished there as a result of the rise in humidity during 

the A tlantic stage. 

Evidence o f a sub-Borea l dry climatic stage is provided by the sand grains con

tained in the sampie series taken from a depth of 110 cm at the margin of dune field 

56 (Fig. 51 ). A lso the small quantity of Sphagl1utll spores bears witness to a dry period. 

T he last-mentioned seri es was taken from a site outside the limits of a large parabolic 

dune. The p resence of sand gra ins in peat is the most conclusive proof of the fact 

that the dune su rface had at the time become rid of vegetation and the wind had, 

at least to some extent, tra nsported the dune material again. In the lowest-lying 

interdune area, no sand g rains could be detected in thc peat. This indicates that 

the vegetation had not worn off any very extensive area. The prob ability is that 

o nl y the crests of the largest dunes had become bare. On the other hand, the hollows 

and dune margins had continued to be covered with vegetation, for there the ground 

water table had been closer to the surface and the grou nd had retained moisture 

better. The slight amount of sand g rains in the peat further indicates that there could 

not have been yery much sand blown by the wi nd , for the dune is situated o nly 

a few meters away from the site of the peat profile. 

The post-g lacial de velopment of the dunes 

r\.ccording to Sauramo (1928, 1937), the g lacier l11argin receded rapidly toward 
the northwest from Salpausselkä II (see also iemelä 1971). At the same time, there 

10 1 7Gfi5- il 
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was a rapid sea\\·ard displacement of the shore, the Yoldia regression, which exposed 
cver broader tracts of land. The deltas occurring as a continuation of Salpausselkä II 
(comp., p. 9) from the line of Heinävaara to the northwest probably represent the 

level of the Baltic lce Lake before its discharge (Sauramo 1928, p. 15). A well
developed delta of tbis kind occurs, for example, on tbe east side of Aittolampi 

(Fig. 6). lts heigbt is 125- 128 m above sea level (Repo 1969, Fig. 21 , p. 33). To 
the west and northwest from this point, delta plateaus as high as these are no longer 
met with. The height of tbe distal plateaus of Jaamankangas between Liperi and 

J oensuu nries between 105 and 110 m above sea level (Repo 1960, p. 8; Fig. 3). 
In the western portions of ]aamankangas, the elevation of the afore-mentioned 

plateaus is about 105 m . 
The dunes of tbe vicinity of l\ittolampi (Fig. 6) might have formed as late as 

the Yoldia regression following the discharge of the Baltic lce Lake. This conclusion 

is supported by, in addition to the form and location of tbe dunes, the northeastern 

dir ction of transport of the material. Tbe rest of the dunes in the ]oensuu area 
and the dunes of Mönni formed during the late stage of Yoldia regression. 

The westernmost dunes of the study region, which occur in the vicinity of Liperi, 

are among the youngest as well. They could conceivably have evolved only after 

tbe Yoldia regression had exposed the land to the 90- 95 m level. Also in the Liperi 

area, tbere are dunes of different ages . Dunes 12 and 13 are situated distinctly higher 
than the rest - between 115 and 120 m above sea level. Tbus they could luve formed 
at tbe very first stage of the Yoldia regression. The rest of the dunes of the Liperi 
area date back to the final stages of tbe Yoldia regression. 

For the determination of the age of the Liperi dunes, a sampie series was taken 

from the lee side of dune 5, at a distance of about four meters from the flank of 
the dune (Appendix I) . The pollen diagram of the sampie series, 7, is presented in 

:rig. 57. Paludification started on the site at just about tbe zonal boundary IV/V, 

perhaps slightly on the side of zone V. This event corresponds chronologically to 

the CH dating arrived at in the Tohmajärvi area, i.e., 6850 ± 200 B.C. (Fig. 51 ). 
The formation of the Liperi dunes might thus be considered terminated at around 
6 800 B.C. The final stages of the Yoldia regression might be estimated as having 
taken place around 7 000-6800 B.C. (cf., Sauramo 1958; Hyyppä 1963, 1966; Hyvä

rinen 1966 a, Fig. 10, 1966 b; Donner 1969). The time of genesis of the dunes of 
the Liperi area must tbus be squeezed into a narrow span. Rather than centuries, 

it must have taken only a few decades for the dunes to form . This is only natural 
because shore dunes are in question, dunes that took shape fairly rapidly along a 

receding shore. Farther from the shore, there grew vegetation, which spread quickly 
to bind the dunes. Owing to their brief time of development, these dunes could 

not appreciably migrate but became bound nearly to the very spot where they had 
o ri ginally piled up (comp., profiles in Figs. 44 and 45). The briefness of the time of 
formation oE the shore dunes is also indicated by the fact that the ridges run fairly 

strai ght along their longitudinal axes (comp., dunes 5 and 11, Appendix I). Further 
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FI G. 57. Pollen diagram 7, from cast side of dune 5. 

evidence of the short time and the rapidity with which the sand was bound to the 

ground is provided by the circumstance that the ridges are composed in many instances 

of almost separate mounds or rows of m ounds Ce.g ., dunes 5, 16 and 18, Appendix I 
and Fig . 3). Such a row of sand mounds must thus be regarded as evidence of an earl)' 

phase in the development of a dune. 

A lthough it was probably nearly two thousand years long, the sub-Boreal dry 

climatic stage was not able to bring about any very great or, at least, lasting changes 

in the dune neIds. The paludification of the surrounding ground, which had started 

before the dry stage, continued once more afterward. The bare crests of the dunes 

became covered again with vegetation after the dry stage. However, the plant cover 
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was quite sparse on top of the dunes and also sensitive to climatic changes. Even 

brief speils sufficed to renew eolian action, provided, however, that some agents, 

such as animals, had damaged the continuous vegetation on the summits of the 

dunes, enabling the wind to get at the sand. This is ,\'hat could have happened espe

cially after large forest fires, as evidenced by the carbon layer in Fig. 52 (see also, 

Glückert 1971; Seppälä 1971 ). As an example of relatively recent movement of 

of eolian sand, there is the loose layer met with on dune 5 \\'hich overlies remnants 

of vegetation (Fig. 58). Another comparable but possibly even more recent occurrence 

dates from perhaps the end of the 19th century. Proof of it is offered by the studies 

of Frosterus and Wilkman (1915) (Fig. 59). The bare dunes described by Wilkman 

(op. cit. ) are no\\' wholly conred by vegetation (comp., Fig. 19). 

The formation of dunes terminated at the time their margins and surroundings 

became covered with vegetation and paludification also got underway. Subsequent 

events prove that the evol ution of the dunes has by no means yet ceased. Their 

development is a dynamic process, in which interruptions occur during humid 

cli matic periods. The balance bet\Vcen wind erosion and yegetation is not very 

stabile. During dry climatic periods, dunes that had appeared quite dead are likely 

to become, at least to some extent, active again. The literature offers numcrous 

examples of\\'ind erosion that had begun to produce effects again (cf., e.g., Jelgersma 

e t al. 1970). Cases are even cited of dunes that had started once more to migrate. 

At present, in orth Karelia, there prevails a peaceful stage in the evolution of 

the dunes. All of them are completely covered with vegetation. Although on the 

shores of the lakes as they exist today, there is sand that lies nearly bare or is in the 

FIG. 58. Buried under sand, dark horizon contains organic matter (dune 5). 
Dune sand overlying it is distinctly looser in texture than the material below it. 
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FIG. 59. Largest transverse dune in dune fjeld 42, situated on sou rh west side of 
Honkalampi, as it appears in phorograph taken at beginning of 20th century 
by W. Wilkman (Frosterus and Wilkman 1915, Fig. 33). Surface of dune was 
rhen fairly exrensively exposed, although ir had previously been completely 
grown over by woods, as rhe srump appearing in the cenrer of the picture 
indicatcs. At presenr, the dune is again entirely covered wirh vegetation (see 

Fig. 19). 

FIG. 60 . Owing to land uplift, sands are exposed along the northwest end of 
Pyhäselkä. The sand is soon covered by sparse vegetatio n. Under present-day 

climatic cond itions, no eolian activity takes place. Photo: R. Repo. 
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process of becoming exposed as a result of land uplift and the tilting of lake basins 
- sand that might admirably serve as primary material for the formation of dunes - , 
dunes nevertheless do not form there (Fig. 60). The present-day conditions in the 

study region thus do not favor the development of dunes. The c1imate is so humid 

that the vegetation is capable of keeping potential wind erosion totally in check. 
l\lthough the evolution of the dunes does appear to have ceased by now, it cannot 

be regarded as necessarily only a thing of the past. The dunes of orth Karelia are 
labile. In the event that climatic conditions turn drier, wind erosion might start 

anew. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In the zone characterized by the existence of the great ice-marginal formations 

Salpausselkä II and Jaamankangas, the occurrence of dunes, now bound by vegetation, 
was investigated in 58 dune fields situated within the region of North Karelia, Fin

land. Various measurement and research methods were applied in identifying the 
following types of dunes: longitudinal and transverse sand ridges, parabolic and 
barkhanoid dunes, and sand mounds of irregular shapes. On the basis of the occur

rence of dunes, the following major areas were marked off: the Liperi, Joensuu, 
Mönni and Tohmajärvi areas. 

Of the dune material, more than 90 per cent is of the grain size ranging from 
0.6 to 0.06 mm and, on the wh oie, over 70 per cent is finer than 0.2 mm. Although 

the granular composition of the dunes occurring in the study region is highly similar, 

differences in this respect can nevertheless be observed between the different areas. 
The material composing the dunes of Mönni is the coarsest of all, but almost egually 
coarse is the material of the Liperi dunes (Fig. 24). In these t\VO areas, roughly 30 
per cent of the material is coarser than 0.2 mm. The material of the dunes of Tohma
järvi is the finest of all. In this area, the dunes seldom contain coarse sand. 

The material composing the dunes of North Karelia is fairly weil sorted. The 

average degree of sorting of all the dune sampies studied, there being over 100, 
all told, is So = 1.36. The material ofthe Mönni dunes is best sorted. This is probably 
because the dunes in this area are mainly parabolic dunes. In the dunes situated 
closest to the ice-marginal formations or to seguences of glacioBuvial accumulations, 

the material is more poorly sorted than in dunes situated farther away. The skewness 
values of the dune material generally fall below 1. Exceptions are only certain dune 

fields in the Liperi and Mönni areas. The coarse fractions in the dune material are 
better sorted than the fine ones. 

The petrographie composition and the roundedness of the grains of the dune 
material deviate conspicuously from the glacioBuvial material, from which tbey 
derive. Before tbe material was subjected to transportation by the wind, it had under
gone the sorting and erosive processes of the littoral stage. The dune material has 
more light minerals and less rock fragments than the glacioBuvial material. These 
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differences appear most distinctly in the dunes of Liperi and J oensuu_ The extent 
of the erosion involved in the eolian process was sEght, owing to its rather shott 
duration, compared to the earlier erosive processes_ For this reason, the light mineral 
constituents of the dunes, which have best been able to resist erosion, are only slightl y 

more rounded than the corresponding grains of the glaciofluvial material. On the 
other hand, the differences are quite clear-cut with respect to the dark minerals and 

the rock fragments. The dark minerals and rock fragments of the dune material 

are distinctly more rounded than the corresponding components of the glaciofluvial 

material. With diminishing grain size, the share of the light minerals increases at 
the expense of the other components; but the proportion of light minerals in the 
dune material is always somewhat higher than in the glaciofluvial material. In the 
dune material, there are fewer bright quartz grains than in the glaciofluvial material. 

On the basis of the various properties of the material, it has been possible to demon

strate that in many parts of the study region eolian sand of the cover-sand type 
occurs in deposits ranging between 30 and 100 cm in thickness. 

In cross section, the strata of transverse dunes generally dip in line with one 

or the other flank. Most commonly, the stratification is steep, dipping in line with 
the lee side; but cross-bedding also occurs. In longitudinal dunes, cross-bedding is 
met with, and the strata are frequently observed to dip parallel to each flank. In 
parabolic dunes, cross-bedding is common, bearing witness to the variability of the 

wind directions. 
In the evolution of dune forms, an early phase is represented by rather low and 

serpentine transverse dunes as well as by, in some instances, longitudinal dunes. 

Parabolic dunes or longitudinal dunes that have evolved from them are, by contrast, 
among the most highly developed dune forms existing in the study region. 

Inland dunes are generally situated in the proximity of glaciofluvial deposits, 

from which their material also derives (cf., Högbom 1923, p. 140; Hörner 1929, pp. 
112- 113; Lundqvist 1943, p. 136; Granlund 1943, p. 87; Myannil, Orviku and 

Ryahni 1958, p. 10; Wright 1961, p. 948). The dunes luve piled up on sand fields 
situated at the edges of these primary formations as well as on tbe glaciofluvial 

material or, in certain instances, till deposits. Between the dunes and the primary 

ground at their base, no signs of vegetation or humus have been detected. Particu
larly in the areas of Liperi and Joensuu, the ground on which the dunes have been 
deposited appears to be some kind of Ettoral deposit. When the dunes of these 

areas developed, winds blew mainly from directions between north,vest and south

west. During the formation of the Tohmajärvi dunes, the winds had blown from 

between the northwest and the northeast. 
It is generally understood that after the deglaciation, conditions favoring eoEan 

processes have prevailed at different periods and in different regions (see, e.g., DyEk 

1961, Gudelis 1961, pp. 479 and 482- 483, Stankowski 1964, Mücke and Linke 1967, 
among others). On the evidence of their location, the dunes of Tohmajärvi are among 
the oldest in the study region. This conclusion is further supported by the findings 
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of the present investigation. The dunes of dune field 41 at Vatala originated under 

periglacial conditions while the glacier margin was still at tbe line of Salpausselkä H. 

Tbe rest of the Tohmajärvi dunes could have formed soon after the discharge of 

the Baltic lee Lake. Peat started to form at the edges of the dunes as early as the 

pre-Boreal stage, the oldest eH dating going back to 7250 ± 100 B.C. In tbe light 

of such findings, the conclusion was drawn tbat in the main the dunes of the Tohma

järvi area developed during tbe period from 8 100 to 7600 B.C. The dunes of the 

Mönni, Joensuu and Liperi areas are younger. They formed during the time of the 

Yoldia regression and the process of their formation ceased about 6 800 B.C. 

Although tbe actual formation and possible migration of the dunes came to a 

fairly rapid end, vegetation was unable to bind tbe dunes themselves immediately. 

The later evolution of the dunes has been marked by constant struggle between 

eolian activity and tbe advance of vegetation. From timc to time, tbe vegetation 

has bad to give way, allowing the wind to attack the material. The strongest active 

phase in the movement of the dune material took place after the stabilization during 

the sub-Boreal stage and the latest one at the turn of thc 19th and 20th centuries. 

At present, a statc of equilibrium prevails again, for the dunes are completely covered 
"with yegetation and no ne\\" dunes are forming on lake sbores. 
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